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Page 98

WEEKEND
WEATHEA

TODAY: The National Weather Service in Paducah calls
for partly sunny weather with a 40 percent chance of
showers. Highs will be In the low 80s. EXTENDED
OUTLOOK: Chance of raen Saturday and Sunday with slightly cooler than nor·
mal temperatures H1ghs will be In the mid 70s with lows In the mid 50s to
lower 60s.
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Contract renewal achieved

Stroup sets goals
By MICHELE SIMMONS

Senior Staff W~iter

Since the first of the year, the
state of Kentucky has raised its
awareness of higher education
and the General Assembly has
appropriated new funds for the
advancement of its state
universities.
At the same time, President
Kala M. Stroup succeeded in
her struggle or a renewed
contract.
But with all the attention sur·
rounding higher education and
Murray State University, plans
fo1· the immediate future seem
to be headed down the same
road they were over the past
few years.
Ideas generated during the
General Assembly, such as
Centers for Excellence, a new
Industry and Technology
building and a new emphasis on
the relationship between in·
dustrial prosperity and quality
education, will have to be in·
tegrated into the working plan
for the University in the follow·
ing years.

SEPTEMBER 5 1986

_

In an int~rview ea1·1ier this
week, Dr. Stroup discussed
plans t>f continuing to build a
strong leadership team
throughout the University and
following up on the University
Strategic Plan. This plan was
developed in January 1984 by
campus and state education
leaders to outline the major
goals of the University ad·
ministration for upcoming
years.
During her Annual State of
the University Address on
August 19, D1·. Stroup told
facutly and staff that most the
objectives and recommended ac·
tion steps of the plan have been
accompllished .
"I think we are ready to move
forward and onto the next level
of excellence," she said.
In efforts to determine the
needs and expectations of Mur·
ray State University in the
future, the results of the MSU
2000 commission will be releas·
ed this fall. This commission,
comprised of university and
community leaders, bas spent
almost two years studying the
trends in education, govern·

ment, the university and
community.
According to Dr. Stroup, Ken
Mortimer, vice president at
Pennsylvania State University,
and Harold Delaney, executive
vice president of the American
Association of State Colleges
and Universities, both authors
and experts on university plan·
rung and relations, will be on
campus 1n January to work
with the administration on further development of the future
direction of the University,
In the State of the University
Address, Dr. Stroup sighted
seven continuing challenges for
Murray State.
• To adequately prepare
students for entering an everchanging work force.
• To improve student
preparation fot· college by work·
ing with local high schools and
community colleges.
• To improve rates of college
participation and completion,
particularly for minority
studenl~ .

See CONTRACT
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Sororities move to
off-campus houses
lly ANGIE WATSON
Assistant Campua Ufe Editor

Despite the ac:ramb)e tor off.
campus housing and problems
with city zoning regulations,
aororitin were able to meet
the August rub crowd of 192
with new houses.
Oft'-campus houai.ng for all
eororitiet bad been a 1onatime goal, according to aorority adviaera; but with Swann

Hall's deteriorating Condi-

tion, housing became a
aecu.ity W.

veer.

SwaDD Hall, tbe 'JDieti.bg
place for the
was

over other tenants because
they woul4 improve and care
for the property more.
While Tri Sill, Alpha Phi,
and Alpha Delta Pi moved olf'
campus lut year, the com·
munity wu .till hesitant
about haviqg IIOI'Ority houses
in their neighborhoods.
Cannen (;erland, Alpha
Omiaon Pi adviser, said
AOPi did not move into their
first-choice boUle becauae of

thiJ.
Sorority housing requires a

multiple housing zone, R-4
property, according to
Raybum. a llleeman at Kopperud Realty. Rayburn said

.....w-.
that tJ:ecause IOl'Ority 8JU1
OODtlemaed ·T.: 1. ~- ~,:t...,..~
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tive Ulpbon would not .Sgn
'
a ltatemeat bl ¥-., whiclr,
~ ~:.:.~
woaW all«* a IOtorit.y to
QQfo to UUioCIUI -~
locate Ia t.hefr ..... BecaUie
. . - . tiQIIIl
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hou"ag. I'Jooperty
the . .lllellt . . . uuaipecl,
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. forwitJa
the obtailliq
IOI'Ority topermialocate .......
oa hit lot. Rayburn said he
preferred the Tri Sig aarority

Nine arrests recorded
during summer months
By JENNIFER SIMPSON
Assistant

News Ed1tor

Despite opinions that the
summer months and early
weeks of the fall semester have
been relatively quiet for Public
Safety officials, nine arrests
have been recorded in the last
four months.
On Sept. 3, William
Schindler, a custodian
employed by Mur ray State
University, appeared before
Calloway County District Court
on felony charges. The charges
were amended to two misde·
meanor counts, knowingly
receiving stolen goods less than
$100 and theft less than $100.
Schindler received a $50 fine
and a 15-day jail sentence for
each
count.
Photo by TONY JAMES
The jail sentence was then
suspended on the agreement
A steady stream of student traffic flows from the residence halls that he not be brought up on
complex to the class bulldl~gs during the first week of the fall any other theft charges within
the next two years.

Follow the leader

Schindler was arrested in con·
nection with a theft on Aug. 5 in
Mason Hall when an electronic
keyboard was taken. As of Sept.
4 no action has been taken
against him by the University
concerning the status of his
employment.
Also stolen this summer were
two scales from the chemistry
department. Arrested in con·
nection was Thomas Maudru,
Murray, on counts of receiving
stolen property, possession of
drug paraphernalia and traf.
licking marijuana.
Maudru appeared in Circuit
Court on Sept. 3. His case has
been continued until Sept. 24.
Also arrested for possession of
drug paraphernalia was Keith
McClain, Anna, Ill. McClain's
charges were amended to
possession of marijuana to
which he pleaded guilty. He
received a $50 fine and must
show proof of attending alcohol

~!liDIIil~

and drug rehabilitation.
Also appearing in Circuit
Court on Sept. 3 was Curtis
Davis, ·Dayton, Ohio. Davis was
charged with receiving stolen
property valued at more than
$100. His case will go to the
grand jury on Sept. 8.
Altogether there were 14
thefts on campus during the
months of May, June, July and
August. Also reported were
three acts of vandalism, one
assault and one indecent exposure. Items recovered include
two bicycles, one television set,
an electronic keyboard, two
scales and a vehicle.
The vehicle was stolen from
James Preston, Murray. It was
found on campus but there is no
indication that the theft involv·
ed a student.
William Kidd, assistant director of public safety, still
believes that, "overall it was a
slow summer. There were a lot
less incidents on campus and in
the dorms."
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Salary increases
affect faculty ,staff
By MICHELE SIMMONS
Senior Staff Wnter

Photo b f TONY JAMES

CONSTRUCTION CREW members work to repair damage to an underground drainage tunnel caused by the weight of the fountains In front of the Currls Center.

Drainage tunnel collapsing,
future of fountains uncertain
By LISA JACKSON
News Editor

.

The future of the fountains
in front of the Curris Center is
uncertain as construction
crews work to fix the collapsing drainage tunnel
underneath.
The concrete tunnel, which
is 12 feet wide and 8 feet deep,
drains the whole west side of
Murray, according to Ed West,
acting physical plant director.
The tunnel start!~ at the west
side of 16th Street by the
Special Education Building
and runs underneath campus,
ending at Highway 121 just
north of Stewart Stadium.
Workers found that the tun·
nel was collapsing on May 1,
West said. They were in the
process of correcting the pro·
blem of £;tanding water outside the wall!\ of the fountains.
Drains were going to be con·
nected to the main tunnel to
get rid of the standing water,
which was sow·ing.
When the condition of the
drainage tunnel was
discovered, West said he
recommended that the water
be immediately drained from
the fountains. "But we left it
until after commencement,''
he said.
"The load of the fountail'
wal'i caving the drainage tun·
nel in," West said . The
estimated weight of the foun tains with water is 95 tons,

and the estimated weight the
tunnel could hold is 45 tons,
he said.
Part of the drainage tunnel
had been reinforced when the
dormitory complex around
E l izabeth Hall was con structed, West said. The other
side was reinforced when the

Curris Center was built. "We
were under the impression
that the whole tunnel had
been reinforced, but it
wasn't," he said.
See FOUNTAINS
Page 9A

Location of
fountains in
relation to
drainage
tunnel

Although University faculty
and staff believe the salary in·
creases that went into effect Ju.
ly 1 were a step in the right
direction, future strides in
salary improvements are still
expected.
"We're not where any of us
want to be," said Donna Herndon, president of the Staff Congress, "but we're moving in
that direction."
Of the $1.9 million Murray
State received in new funds
through the General Assembly,
$1.5 million was used for salary
increases. According to President Kala M. Stroup, faculty
and staff salaries were the top
priority in this year's budget.
In a process that began in the
spring, new funds were
allocated to University continuing employees in a decentraliz·
ed fashion, according to Vice
President for Finances and Ad·
ministrative Services Jim
Cofer.
While the largest percentage
of the funds were used for across
the board inct·ease!\, deans and
directors were given the
freedom to allocate some of the
money to continuing employees
in their departments on the
basis of performance and
distance from the benchmark
median.
"I believe it gives the deans
and directors more flexibility if
they're allowed to reallocate
funds directly," Cofer said.
"There is no incentive for im·
provement if everyone i'l award·
ed the same amount.''
Salaries for faculty increased
an average of 7. 75 percent.. The
largest percentage of funds
went t.o across the board increases of 4.94 percent. Almost
1 percent was used for perfor·
mance increases and 1.59 per·
cent was used to raise various

faculty salaries closer to the
benchmark median salary.
Exempt staff, including direc·
tors and deans, received
average increases of 7.32 per·
cent. ba s ed entirely on
performance.
Salaries for hourly staff, such
as secretaries and physical
plant employees, increased an
average of 7.62 percent. Almost
5 percent were funds used for
across the board increases and
1.72 percent was used for 10
cent hourly increases.
In each category other minor
a<ljustments accounted for the
remainder of the funds.
Salary increases for vice
preHidents were awarded solely
on performance and distance
from benchmark median
salaries for an average increase
of 6.3 percent.
In the event of any employee
grievances with salary in·
creases, a formal a ppeals
system was worked into the
salary allocation proce~s, begin·
ning with deans and directors.
Final appeals will be heard by
Dr. Stroup.
According to Herndon,
several staff members have
voiced concern over the alloca·
tion process. "Some people feel
that there should be set
guidelines to avoid any ine·
quities between departments,"
Herndon said. However, no for·
mal complaints have been
registered in the .President's
office.
John Taylor, president of the
Faculty &!nate, said he believ·
ed this increase was a good
move toward improving faculty
salaries. "For so many years we
were falling behind average
salaries and it's going to take
several years to get bnck to
where we were," he said. "It's
also important for people to
realize that it's going to take
the combined efforts of the
faculty, the Genet·al Assembly
and state government to im·
prove faculty salaries.''

Conuact-------------

0

Continued from Page 1 A
• To meet the educational learning projects.
needs of a broad variety of
• To improve the assessment
~tudents, espec~ally adult and of student and University
ll'>n·traditional students .
performance.
• To build g~·eater student in·
• To continue to rellearch
volvement in the learning pro- ways of improving the Universi·
cess, such as increased student- ty, its graduate programs, the
faculty interaction, faculty community and highe1·
research projects and individual education.

By CLAY GILLIAM

The Misadventures of Arlo

I 1"111NK THI S
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NEWSbriefs

During the month of September bring this ad
~and

-

a validated 1.0. to T.J.'s Barbecue and

~~get a 111edlu11

Pepsi wltll any large sandwlc~.
('~_,
T. J.'s Barbecue
Free adult education classes will be offered by the Adult Learn·
806 Chestnut
Limit one
ing Center from Sept. 9 to Oct. 30.
p C
~cl~~~u~~~~A~~~~~~~n~m&'~---~--------~7~5~3~~0~0~4~5~---~:e~r~:u~s~fu~m
_e_r__~

Adult classes offered

of Roy Stewart Stadium on the following schedule: English grammar on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8:30 to 10 a.m.; general
mathematics on Tuesday~; and Thursdays from 10:30 a.m. to noon.
Students may register for the course by visiting or phoning the
center at 762-6971 between 8 a.m. and 4:30p.m . Monday through
Friday.

Computer math offered
As part of the Commonwealth Institute for Mathematics in Mid·
dle Schools CCIMMS), Murray State will offer six mathematics
courses during the school year for teachers who wish to be certified
in middle school math.
The first course, Mathematics 303, computer mathematics using
logarithms , will be offered from 6 to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays during the
1986 fall semester.
Person~ interested in additional informution about. the fall class
and future courses may call Dr. Harvey Elder or Dr. Donald Ben·
nett at 762-2311.

-

,Student Alumni Association:
1st meeting
Thursday, September 11

~

6:30p.m.
Curris Center Theatre

II

I

Pogue sets new hours

I

New Members Welcome

The Forrest C. Pogue Special Collections Library has new hours
this year. The hours apply only to periods when the University is in
session . Patrons should check with the library at 762-6152 or
762·2053 when in doubt about the hours.
The library will be open from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Wedn~day and Friday, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Thursday and
from 10 tt.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday.

Learn how to take tests

,,

I

Membership applications will be accepted at meeting
.._/

-

The Learning Center will be offering a two part session for those
students who have difficulty taking tests. The sessions are designed to help students stay calm during a test.
The sessions will be given in the Reading Lab of the Learning
Center. Parl1 will be Sept. 16 from 2:30 to 3:30p.m. Part 2 will be
Sept. 23 from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Each session will have a different
topic of diAcussion.
For more information call Connie Boltz at 762-6854, Billie Burton at 762-6856 or Bonnie Higginson at 762·2667.

Welcome
.to

Murray
~'S

SPECWJTIFS

Tues. night
feminine foot\\ ear
• Gloria \'anderhilt
• Liz Claiborne
• Bernardo
•Joan & Darid
• Bandolino

LASAGNA small 1.95

ftne clothing
• Challc
• Cambridge
• Creighton

with garlic bread

large

2.95

·w ed. night

SPAGHETTI.sman .99

• Borenstein

• Kyle & Leigh

with garlic bread

aft~ ·rQ:thlr pri< ~
On thl' ~quare · Murra)

· Dinner salad

large

1.49
.59

Open Mon.- Sat. - 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Clip this coupon and save
b y showing your MSU I.D.

15% Savings
~1 /C-\' i sa

Layaways .

m

75Y·~ 1-10

FAST-HOT DELIVERY Begins at 4 p.m.

510Main
Murray
753-2975

OPEN: 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
11 a.m.-1 a.m.
4 p.m.·l2 P·":

Mon.-~urs.

Fn.-Sat.
Sun.

.a.
·
•

,

DOWNTOWN S IIOPPil\IG CMTER ~
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Meal ticket issue resolved

TH~

MaAL -

~ t ta't
idea was not hailed as revolutionary
JWZNTS £. 1. 1. 1
during Zimmerman's campaign last
S.C..A. o 0 o 5
year. He promised voters, as his
aocw
predecessors did, to include commuters, faculty and staff members
who are generally ignored in light of
the all emcompassing problems of
dorm residents, a chance to
enlighten their palates with the
meals dished out at these campus
locations. But it appears Zimmerman, not his predecessors, was in·
strumental in convincing administrators there was a need for
the new plan.
We are in favor of improvements
on campus, so long as they are truly
If'
improvements. Improvements can
be made only by constant and open
communication.
The commuter/faculty/staff meal
ticket idea is proof that our SGA
president and our administrators
are communicating. And not only
arc they communicating, they are
taking action. This is definitely a
step in the right direction.
L----- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- --1
As for the meal plan, it is like all
other bold and inventive ideas. Time
will be its judge. We're glad the
meal plan was approved. Now prospects for this year's SGA elections
can eliminate the meal ticket issue
from their campaign agendas and
The Murray State New• welcomes
We reserve the right to edit letters to
get on with other pressing matters. comments and views from readers and conform with style or special
will print them in the form of letters to specifications.
the editor on the Viewpoint pages.

It is highly doubtful that all means
justify the ends. This includes the
new meal ticket being offered this
year. Called the commuter/faculty/staff meal plan, the ticket provides meals served at Winslow
Cafeteria, the Thoroughbr~d Room,
the Fast Track, the Stables and the
deli in Hart Hall to those interested
but not yet obligated to another
meal plan. All for cost of $250. Dorm
residents, however, do not have the
option of purchasing a ticket for the
new meal plan.
•
Joe Dyer, director of food services,
said sales for the ticket are slow. He
attributed the low sales to lack of
publicity. Dyer said his outlook for
the meal ticket is realistic, adding
that ' he is not disap:>ointed in the
low sales. "Probably s econd
semester sales will be very good," he
said. Possibly. There are quite a
number of teachers and staff who
want the meal plan, so we have
heard.
Student Government President
Lou Zimmerman said he worked
with administrators in getting the
meal plan approved. Zimmerman
said the meal plan will enable commuters to eat on campus during the
day without purchasing a larger
ticket. It's true the 5-l meal plan

Opinion

Letters accepted for prt•nt

Registration smoother
At the beginning of every year administrative officials say the need to
combat registration problems rates
high on their list of priorities. This
we have heard before, we say, but
have not seen. That is until this
year.
It safely can be assumed officials
in charge of registration were
realistic and practical in re-thinking
the system. This year, students were
able to file through lines where they
received financial aid checks,
registered, paid, received a parking
sticker (not to mention a set of sticky
parking regulations) and had their

pictures taken for The Sheild with
some brevity.
A battle has been won and the
University now ~an say they have
~ade pr?gr~ss WJth the proble~ ~f
dtsorgamzahon and lack of senstt1v1ty for students, at least during
registration. Those responsible for
the new registration procedures
.
s h ou ld be commended fior therr
work. But let us not take t~e procedure for ~anted, but str1ve t:<>
shorten the line even more. It's thts
kind of improvement which shortens
the distance among students, faculty
and administrators.

The New• staff feels a responsibility
to provide a vehicle for opinions and
concerns, but has set some basic
guidelinee for the Feedback columna.
The deadline for receiving letters is
at 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to
Friday's paper. Lettere are published
as apace allows.
.
. All lettere must. be stgned and
mclude the wnter'a address,
classification or title and phone
number for verification. Letters signed
by more than one pereon may be
printed at the staff's discretion. All
letters 'printed will be on file at The
News office for public inspection
following publication.

m
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not be run.
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The Newa welcomes material in
opposition to ita editorial stance or that
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The offices of The News are located in
Room 111 Wilson Hall. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor in Chief or
delivered to the offices.
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Editor stresses 'the realistic'
"You are never git•en a wish
without also being gium the
pou•er to make it true. - You
may, howeuer, haue to work for
it.''
-Richard Bach

With goals so far-reaching,
disappointment is nearlv inevitable and certainly probable;
unless we look for the realistic
instead of the fantastic.
Attendance at. campus events
and ball games could increase
considerably and voter turnout

With a nostalgic Special
Report commemorating the
20th anniversary of Mw"l·ay
State's university status, and a
paper full of summertime news.
it's difficult to concentrate on
what's ahead instead of what's
behind.
I'm going to give it my best
shot anyway.
What's in front of us is
another school year ready to be
could be the highetit in the past
capitalized upon. It seems that
five years. Or this could be the
every semester, l conjure up all
year that the independent
sorts of ideas that never
organizations equal the number
materialize. but somehow that
of Greeks in All Campus Sing or
never stops me from making
maybe there will be three more
pla'ls.
floats in this year's HomecomThe semester, just like the
ing parade than last year.
summer or the start of a new
year . 1lwnys brings promises,
Maybe there will be standing
dr(:>aJJlS and resolutions. And
I've learned that most of the room only for Coffeehouse
plans we ti1ru.cture in our minds events and students other than
are almost always too am- SGA officers will show up to
bitious and far-fetched to come decorate the Christmas lree in
true. And while personal goals the Curris Center.
may differ, goal!~ for the campus
Student attendance and parare sometimes pretty easy to
ticipation in Campus Lights
envision.
This could be the year Racer 1987 could be the best ever or
football will attract record maybe a crowd might stand in
crowds at. evory game, atten- the rain to watch the last event
dance at student theater and at a track meet vr last inning of
music productions will triple an intramural softball game.
and voter turnout for Student
Just one person might decide
Government election:. will be
to try out for that play he's
l 00 percent.
always wanted to be in but

never felt he had the time for.
Just one person might decide
that this year there's more to be
done here than go to classes and
watch television.
•
That doesn't mean that
crit icism and also a certain
amount of journalistic cynicism
is out of style here at News. But
at the beginning of a ~mester,
I'm willing to give just about
everyone the benefit of the
doubt that these things can
materialize.
Some positive things have
already happened. Registration
was relatively bug-free and
commuters, faculty and staff
we1-e offered a 5-1 meal ticket
for the first time ever. There is
also no uncertainty about who
our administrative leader will
be for the next four years.
We've written about those
positives already.

•J u s1" f M GLt. SoME Of IHe.Sf. SuMeo C~MMt
Lu P.tS Sr 'fHf. SHoRe. . • . tr You WANf 1"~~ ' Bt G
ONe.' You NEE.~ M ORt lt1AN A CoR~ a osse.R .t~

Campus opinions welcome

I hope the university com·
T_he M!lrray S~ate Ntws is an official publication of Murray State
munity will give us the benefit
of the doubt that we can find Umvers1ty pubhshed weekly on Fridays except during the summer
these good things to report in and on holidays. It is produced by a staff supervised by adviser Ann
News.Or, better yet, help us Landini.
<?pinions expres~e~ in The News are those of columnists or signed
find the good news. It's usually
,writers. These optmons do not necessarily represent the views of
less obvious than the bad.
the journalism faculty or the University.
I'll probably still keep making
Letters to the editor should be submitted no later than 5 p.m.
plans at the beginnings that Monday prior to Friday's publication. Letters should be signed bv
come along in my life. Maybe the author and include phone number, classification or title and
I'll succeed in half of them. But address.
then, I think I've learned to conStudents and other readers are welcome to submit guest comcentrate on the half that got ' mentaries for the First Person column. To make arrangements,
done, instead of the half that phone 762-6877. Columns should focus on current issues and not
didn't.
exceed 750 words.
Change of address and other items concerning mailing should be
Which half ru·e you going to sent to the Director of Alumni Affairs, 420 Sparks Hall Murray
have us concentrate on?
State University, Murray, Ky. 42071.
'

Welcome Back students and
Faculty
We hope you have a GREAT year!!
Stop by the University Store .for all yOUr
books fr other· school supplies. Rlso,
check out our MSU sportsweCJr fr
the ''little racer'' line.
Unlverslw
.Bookstore
2nd Level

Curris Center
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Concerns of alcohol abuse
provoke dry rush· for frats
Rush this fall began Tuesday
and will last through next Tues.
day. "During this time, frater·
Staff Writer
nities will have no wet parties.
Murray State's Interfraterni· Rushees cannot be served liquor
ty Council has established new by any fraternity member," Me·
procedures for the 1986 fall Clard said.
fraternity ·rush because of local
Nationally, a dry rush is
and national concerns about becoming a trend, Meloan said.
alcohol abuse.
He said that the new ntsh pro·
The Interfraternity Council cedures should save fraternities
<IFC) voted to limit rush to one money and help them avoid
week and prohibit alcoholic legal problems. "Thls dry rush
beverages being served at rush is coming at a good time
functions, according to Ross because of the new laws and
Meloan. IFC adviser.
negative attitudes that local
"For this to be ~uch a major police and community have
change in our rush system, the toward fraternities," said Mark
rules are pretty simple and very Logan of Henderson, Lambda
clear cut." said Allen McClard Chi Alpha rush chairman.
of Murray, IFC president and a
Adjusting to the new rules
member of Alpha Tau Omega has not been difficult for Lamb·
fraterni

By JENNIFER DUNN

da Chi Alpha, Logan said. "We
have some very strong non·
alcoholic functions that we've
used for years. ·• he said.
''Dry rush will provide fun
things to do and a good environ·
ment so everyone can get to
know each other," McClard
said. This year's activities in·
elude cookouts, skating partie:;
and dinners.
McClard'says he believes that
every chapter will abide by the
non-alcoholic policy because
they will not want to be
penalized.
The rules will be enforced by
the IFC. " If they are broken, I
assure you we will find out,"
McClard said. If any chapter is
caught serving any type of
alcohol during the week of rush,
they will be fined. "The fines
are so high, I know those of us
at Alpha Tau Omega can't af·
ford to break them and I don't
think anyone else can either,"
McClard !laid- He said that the
penalties do go beyond that of a
fine. "You also could have a
limit placed on the number of
pledges you can take. I don't
think anyone is willing to take
the risk of breaking the rules,"
McClard said.
McClard say:; he does not
st>em to think dry rush will af·
feet the number of rushees.
•'l've talked to several
freahm~ 1 who say they go to
parties to meet people." A
fraternity's strongest point is
the social aspect. he said.
Logan says he also thinks
that dry t·ush will be a success
because fraternities are trying
to get away from being just

WOLFF SUNTAN BED

•••

Shape up and lose inches effortlessly
with our 6 different tanning tables

:
•
•
:

•

SPOKE AND PEDAL
In Dixieland Center
Wants You to Know About. ..

BIKE·A·THON!!
Ride for: Prizes
Patches

CRAIG TAYLOR of Benton signs up for rush In the Currls Center.
New procedures have been established to limit rush to one week
and to prohibit alcoholic beverages at nulh functions.

~~

15th $1. En"anoa" MSU S1udan1 Cen1•• ,

September 21 , 1986

7 a.m.-7 p.m.
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Pizza inn1®

See DRY RUSH
Page 9A

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SEMESTER SPECIAL

~

All funds going to Dlabetea Research Education

')

y BRAD GASS

Dixieland Center
(next to Sunset Blvd. Music)

Unnie Hooks
753-7737

Free Deli.v ery
753-0900

,..................................•.•....

Buffet
Monday-Sunday 11-2 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday Evenings 5 p.m.-8 p.m.

for only 17¥2~ a day, which is baH our regular
newsstand price, you can have The Paducah
Sun delivered to your dorm or apartment.

~········································

Monday-Wednesday 9 p.m.-Close
Thursday 5 p.m.-Close

WE COVER MSU RACER HEWS &SPORTS LIKE ABLANKEn

~------- -- ------ -- -------,------------------------------------~

l MURRAYSTATESTUDENTSPECIAL I
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1-Semester '13" Doily Delivery Only
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2 free Cokes with
2 ingredient medium pizza
Expires Sept. 12, 1986 $5.99 Pizza inn 1.
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Search continues

Replacements sought for positions\

We Welcome Students & MSU people!

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH

dent of student development. also meet each applicant. She
"The committee is going to will make a recommendation to
evaluate each candidate. I hope the Board of Regents.
Staff Writer
Julian said he is not sure
we'll be able to come up with
Following the resignations of two or three we can all live when the Board will make the
the dean of the College of Fine with," Julian said. He will take appointment, but he does not
Arts and Communication and their recommendations to Presi· expect the Board to address the
the director of the Curris dent Kala M. Stroup who will issue in the September meeting.
Center, searches are being conducted to fmd replacements for
both positions.
Dr. William Parsons accepted
a position as dean of the College
of Fine Arts at Stephen F.
Austin University in Texas.
Dave Kratzer has moved to
Florida where he is director of
the University Center at the
Unive1·sity of Florida.
Dr. C.B. Hunt Jr., who has
been appointed interim dean for
the College of Fine Arts and
Communication, retired in 1985
as dean of the College of Communications and Fine Arts at
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale. Hunt is not a can·
didatc for the permanent position.
"The search will begin during
the fall Based on the experience of replacing three
deans, l expect it to take one to
two years," Dr. James Booth, .
vice president of academic af·
fair:;, said.
A national search is also be·
ing conducted fot· a director for
tho Curris Center. The search
committee has interviewed five
applicants: ).tntthcw Connell,
Texas; Jim Baurer, MSU; Carol
I
Pryor, Texas; Jimmy Carter,
Look no fu rther ... you 've found it!
MSU; and .Jim Miner. Illinois.
The search is hP.ing handled
by Dt·. Frank Julian, vice presi-

By GEORGANN STAFFORD

402 Sunbury Circle..Murray

J ames H. Cain, Pastor
Phone 759-1602

WE CARE ABOUT YO U

~~
•..

.......
'

Membe~

FO I C

The Sisters of

. ALPHA OMICRON PI
are vleased to ann0unce the
Fall 1986 Pledges

Raelyn Barlow
Lisa Blandford
Jennifer Boarman
Shan Cartwright
Traci Chapman
Cathy Cope
Mary Ann Dillard
Huong Dinh
Vicki Edwards
Leigh Ann Eidson
Sheila Ezell
Allison Finley

Cheryl Herndon
Lori Holten
Donna Krueger
Dina Lochhead
Cheryl Masters
Kim Perry
Leslie Reese
Angela Scanlan
Shelley Smith
Kathie Snell
Tricia Toye
Julie Turner
Che I Vice

Mich~lle

Ward
Stephanie Williams
Pat Wilson
Laura Yopp

~
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New fall look

Residential

Residence halls receive renovations

By TERESA BRAGG
Staff Writer

Several of the residence halls
took on a new look during the
summer as renovations were
made both inside and outside
the buildings.
Director of Housing Paula
Hulick said that several items
have been fixed in the past but
these were often not as
noticeable to the students 8!;
this summer's t·enovations.

students and institutional
goals,·· Hulick said.
''This summer at least seven
buildings received partial or
total painting," she said. One
hundred sixty-five rooms were
retiled. Most of the residence
halls received some type of
renovation during the summer
or will by the end of the 1986·87
school year, Hulick said.

said. The patio has a concrete
floor with treated wood posts
and lattice work around it. The
ceiling is designed with spaces
between the wood for light to
enter through, and lighting will
be installed in the future.
Milton said the patio is about
the size of a garage.

Comm ercial

PHONE CENTER OF Murray
Lease, Sale, Repairs, & Installation
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CTP..
Murray. KY 4207 i

PHONE (502) 75:>-0:>42

1-- ------------ - ---------'

WANTED!!!

The custodial crew was ex·
panded, and approximately 60
students have been working on
!"tripping and waxing every
floor in the residence halls.
Landscaping was done around
the entrance of the low rise
dorms of Springer, Richmond,
Clark and Franklin. Housing is
also trying to replace all the
shower bases in the low rises.

White Hall received most of
the attention, according to
Hulicl ·. because it was visibly in
need ol repair. The inside of the
building wa4 repainted, new
ceiling tiles were installed, the
hallway lighting was converted
A new fluorescent lighting
to fluorescent, and new mat·
tresses and springs were system is being phased into the
residence halls. Also. a new
purchased.
modular design for the study
The total cost of the renova- lounge in Hart Hall is being
tion program for the 1986-87 designed. The lounge will be
fiscal year is approximately similiar to the lounge near the
$500(000, Hulick said. "We deli with total carpeting and
have used about half of that up ptnnanent furnitw·e. Hulick
said if the students and staff
to this point,'' ~he said.
likE' the lounge it will be used in
From August 1985 to oth :r men's residence halls.
February 1986 input was
Another major summer progathered from hall directors
and hall counselors. and inspec· ject was the construction of an
tions were done by the physical arbor and patio for Oakhurst,
plant, Information was also the home of President Kala M.
gathered ft·om surveys taken in Stt·oup. The_project is finished
according to Harry Milton, chief
the residence halls.
Suggestions were compiled to engineet· nt the physical plant.
present to the Board of Regents
"It's used for entertaining
fot• approval. "We look at staff, and special events," Milton

The University Center Board and The Student Government
Association are looking for creative individuals!!

Pr,oduction Sound & Lights
Curris Center Activities & Travel
Academic Council--from College of Education

If in teres ted in any of these positions
\tEWANTYOU
Apply in person to the Student Activities Office
Lower Level Curris Center. For more information
call 762-69.51 . All applications due September 12, 1986
at q p.m.
·

PEGGY'S PLACE
.
ice cream
32 flavors

~
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sandwiches on .....,'
~ homemade rolls·,
~~
.
l
·"' . or croissants -# •
\

~~ ./

rl

' crispy
;
, .~ fried
:.~ ~ ch icken
delicious ,., ,..~ ,:,./ _./
homemade)
·~.
desserts ·l
- \
I
/ ~ catering fo~
~ 'x:. ,
t \ • stnall or ./
1
' · large
I
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-FREEICE CREAM
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BRING A FRIENDI!
Buy one single dip cone ~and get
the second cone FREE with
this coupon .

L,..

(offer expires September 11, 1986)
Located right next to campus
on Chestnut Street
Open Mon • Fri 10 a.m . · 8 p.m., sar,
10 a.m.· 6 p.m.

PEGGY'S PLACE
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FountainsCommuters, fac~lty ,staff continued
from Page 2A
eligible for meal ticket
By D. RICHARD ELMORE

students b....
he said.

really wanted,"

Reporter

Applications for the com·
muter/faculty/staff meal plan
Commuter s , part -time are available in the food ser·
students, faculty and staff are vices office in the Curris
eligible for the new meal plan Center. The cost of the meal
being introduced this year that plan is $250 for the semester.
may be used to purchase
So far sales are slow because
breakfast or lunch on weekdays
in the Curris Center of lack of publicity, according to
Joe Dyer, director of food ser·
Thoroughbred Room.
vices. ''We are not disappointed,
" It's new and it's just getting but we are realistic," he said.
ready to catch on," Lou Zim- "Probably the second semester
merman, president. of Student sales will be very good."
Government Association, said.
Although Dyer is -concerned
Zimmerman worked with administrators to agree on a with "cafeteria monotony," he
workable plan that will enable said that commuters will get an
commuters to eat on campus inexpensive, wPII-balanced
during the day without having meal with the new plan. "If 1
were a commuting student, 1
to purchase a larger ticket.
" It'll something 1 feel the would grab it," he said.

MSU JUNIOR VARSIT\'
CHEERLEADER TRYOUTS

The full extent of the problem
was assessed during the sum·
mer, and the information was
sent to Frankfort for bids on
contractors, West said. Shelce, a
contracting firm from Bent~n.
is doing the work on the foun·
tains for $9,821.
The cost is for repairing the
drainage tunnel, but not for ftxing the fountains, West said. He
did not know what the future of
the fountains would be.
West said options would be
presented to President Kala M.
Stroup. One of these is to take
the fountains out and landscape
the area, planting grass and
trees. Another possibility is to
construct a smaller fountain
that would not go over the
drainage tunnel, he said.
Dr. Stroup said now that the
repair work was being com·
pleted on the drainage tunnel,
the next step is decision making.

Interested persons muat attend the
mandatory clinic that will be conducted at
the Carr Health Building.
Mandatory meeting Sunday, September 7
at 8:30 in the Curris Center Theatre.
Open to all MSU students.

For more information, contact any MSU
cheerleader or
call Mike Young (753-6385), or Susan Dickinson (762-4707).

• See us for all your
fali fashion needs
- -

-

Dry rush-

~~~';,

continued from Page 6A

PEOPLE

9A

Gvec,S

socially oriented and .focus on
what fraternities are ail about.
brotherhood.
esPrit
" All in all, we're going to
have a successful rush. We're
I
Michael Cohen, professor of earned B.S. and M.S. degrees at not a bunch of party animals
who have no concern for school
F.n"'lish, has recently published the University ofMaine.
or this community," McClard
t ,,.o articles, a study of Joseph
at
said. He said that fraternities
Cunrad's "The Secret Sharer"
Dr, Anita S. Lawson, Jlt'O · have gotten a bad reputation
in the current issue of
Mas s achusetts Studif!s in fessor in the department of and they are going to improve
E:nglish. and an article on 18th English, has been named direC'· that. "We like to have fun, but
century poetic language in the tor of the newly established stu. we care about other things too,"
nearly new shor.
fall issue of The Mc-Nee.~e dent Honors Program on he said. McClard says he trunks
9:30 11 m.·4:30 p.m.
117
S.
4rh,
Murray
the
incoming
freshman
realize
campus.
Revu!w.
9-30 a.m. 2 p.m.
7534087
A member of the Mun..~, that fraternities have a great
State faculty since 1970, Dr. deal to offer whether alcohol is
A research paper by Andrew Lawson will administer the served or not.
C. Kellte, assistant professor in four-year program, which is
the department of engineering designed to provide broader
at Murray State University, learning experiences and
has been accepted by an academic enrichment for the
Australian publication, Journal University's high-achieving
students. Two faculty conu ,,
nf the Institution of Surveyors.
fhe paper, titled ''Precision ot tees and a student council will
Barometric Heighting." deals assist Dr. Lawson in the ad·
with the use of altimeters in ministration of the Honors
c;urveying, Kellie said. The Program.
A member of several prott:~>·
paper is the second one Kellie
sional societies and organiza·
ll; t;o. had published in u foreign
Welcome, students! And , best wishes for a good semester! If you enjoy
tions, Dr. Lawson is the author
l1·dmical journal.
performing t he routine maintt>r a teE' on your car~ Parker Ford offers
.\ member of the Murray of a biography on Irvin S. Cobb
you savings with Back-to-Sehoul savings on these a nd many other of
c;, .,.,e faculty since 1982, Kellie published in 1983.
the things you'll need. Be su re to check our prices before you buy!
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Penultim
Pencils.
Outrag
Offer.

·~
\

For Lips. For
Eyes. OUr Color
Complements
Offer For Fall.
From August 10
through September
30, these lour
eootd1nated color • , •

-

pencils - Warm

Rose. Cerise,
l'hoto by TIM NOLCOX

MORE THAN 6,000 students registered for classes this fall, picking up their packets at certain alphabetized hours.

Registration runs smoothly
despite financial aid delays
cnt:t:.IUI v.cn: uc1a>cu ih.~ause

By GEORGANN STAFFORD
Staff Writer

Despite federal delays in
processing fin'ancial aid ap·
plications, registration pro·
gressed l'moothly for more
than 6,000 students who
received their schedules and
paid their tuition this
semester.
"Registration was speeded
up because we only allowed
people to have their packet!;
during certain alphabetized
hours," Phil Bryan, dean of
admiss i ons, :;aid . By
eliminating the large crowd~ .
tho!le individuals who planned
registration preventl•d the
cumulative back- ups that
create delays for everyone. he
said
Mun.v student~ who apolicd
for linandnl aid found their

of new federal verification
regulations. 'fhe University
set up a special deferred pay·
ment plan that allowed the
sludent.s to register and begin
classes without completing
payment. These students will
pay their tuition as soon as.
they have completed all the required verification and their
financial aid requests have
been approved.
''These delays were the
result of rules and regulations
put into effect very late in the
processing year,'' Johnny
McDougal, director of ::turlP.nt
financial aid, said. Fifh fin•
to 60 percent. of all student
financial aid applications
were involvt!d in the verification procedure. The students
were required to verify the ap.
plications they had submitted
and some students had to send
in copie.;; of their tax returns.

The fmancial aid office has
worked overtime to assist
students who have en ·
countered problems with funding. ..In my 20 years in office
this is by far the most
challenging and difficttlt problem we've worked with.
Credit goes to the staff who
have done such a good job,"
.\lcDougal said.
The delays have also created
problems with federal work
s tudy programs. The students
whose applications are being
verified cannot be assigned
jobs until th~ir applications
have been processed.

Goldsptee. Slatea $27 value: are
yours for only $1.50
w1th a $12 m1n1mum purchase of
Merle Norman

'

//

cosmetiCs •

//

Woman to \Noman

_.......,

meRLE noRmAn
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-6926

Back To School Special
All Jeans 20% Off
All Esprit and Emanuelle
Sportswear 20% Off
One Rack of J.-ans SIO
I

The amount Of time involved
to complete the verification
process will vary for each individual. depending on the information needed and the time
required for the financial aid
office to forward the information to the federal authorities,
McDougal said.

Welcome Back
Students!!
For on on com pus snock... try

We ·have o voriety of snocks
including:
--Frogurt
--Ice Cream
--Homemade Cookies
-Homemade Fudge
-Specialty Candies
--Candy Bars
-Crackers

Summer Closeout % off
$5, 10 Rack of Su mmer
Clothing

The Sugar Cube
2nd Level
Curris Center

One btoc:k hom campus
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New guidelines prevent
hazing on MSU campus
The policy states that
".;tudents who participate in
hazing have violated the MurStall Writer
ray State University Code of
Conduct and will be subject to
In reaction to House Bill 325 disciplinary action as d<'SCribcd
which requi•·es schools to have a in the Standards in
hazing policy, Murray Statl. as Disciplinary Proceedings or the
establishing now guidelines to Student Life Policies (student
prevent hazing by students and handbook).
organizations on campus.
''Org&nizations which
"We tried to get a policy pass· authorize or permit hazing to
ed last spring, buL the•·e was a occur have violated the policy
90 day waiting period and it ran statement on Regulation of Stu·
into the summer,'' Lou Zimmer- dent Groups and w11l be subject
man, president of Student to group disciplinary .adion as
Government Association, said. outlined in that P,Oiir
''We couldn't go through the
"Anybody who Wl~
,, , , .
regular channels so we had to
bring up a plan this fall that ing should report the inddent to
will be our hazing policy and the SGA office," Zimmcaman
will be taken to the Board of said. "The persons responsible
will be brought before the
Regents on Sept. 13."
UnivPrsity Judicial Board."
Vice President of Student
Developl}'lent Frank Julian
Kenny Woods of Vine Grove,
said, ''They (the Board of vice president ot Phi Mu Alpha,
Regents) could have passed a said, "We've never had any propolicy during their summer blems with hazing on campus. If
meeting, but they didn't want the fraternities are more aware
to pass it without the students of the consequences of hazil •
having a chance to react to it." they will be more careful about
doing it."
By TODD ROSS

~Anybody

who
witnesses hazing
should report the
incident to the
SGA office'

CO MPL ETE
WAT ERBEDS

$15995

The Student Senate polic~
defines hazing at MSU "as any
on-campus or ofT-campus activi
ty which results in mental or
physical harassment, humiliation, degradation, ridicule,
shock, endangerment, physical
disfiguration, excessive fatigue,
danger to health, or the involuntary consumption of
alcohol or drugs.''
''Some changes were made in
the policy but the intent was
not changed," Zimmerman
said. "'l'he definition of hazing
wns the main thing Lhat wa&
looked at and an additton was
made about repm'ting violators
to the SGA oflice."
COLLEGE REP WANTED to dostrobule
" student rate" subscroptlon cards at
lhos campus . Good oncome. For onfor•
matoon and application. ·w nta to: COL·

LEGIATE MARKETING SERVICES
251 Glenwood Dr., Mooresville, NC
28115 or call (704) 664-4063
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"It's a good policy," said Alien
McClard of Murray, Interfrater
nity Council president, "but lhe
fraternities are abiding by it
anyway. It's a good policy to
have for incoming students who
are afraid hazing goes on here."

Rhonda Bedwell of Calvert(";
ty, vice president of Siglola
Alpha Iota, said that thei •
fraternity is a professional ont•
Julian also said that he woulcl nnd they never do anythin•
be surprised if the Board ha1' rlangerous to their members.
any questions with the policy.
"The only question the..
"The policy won't affect us too
might ha\'C is if it passed the much. Our pranks have never
students and it has already 50tten out of hand,'' she said.
done that," he said.
Julian said that Murray h;.
had a hazing policy in its ~Stu
dent handbook !Iince 1974.
Hazing became n violation of
Chapter 164 of the Kentucky
Revised Statutes aR of July
1986. This statute "prohibits
any action which recklessly or
inlentionnlly endangers mental
or physical health or involves
the forced consumption ofliqu"··
or drugs for the purpose of in·
itiation or affiliation with an~·
organization..."

4 POS T ER B EDS

150/o OFF
[;ht~Q~y CJ'Qo~igt
attd Qa,tdettCertte~
500 N. 4th Street
753-3251
Present Coupon With Payment

[Z]

IT'S NOT TOO LfiTE
TO SfiVE S S S ON
LONG DISTfiNCE CfiLLS
• ONE TIME SIGN UP FEE FOR STUDENTS - S10

• SAVE 20% - 55% OVER CREDIT CARD OR COLLECT CALLS
* NO MONTIILY FEE OR MOt'ITHLY MINIMUM
* BILLS MAILED DIRECTLY TO STUDENT OR MAILED HOME
* CALLS LIMITED TO CONTINENT AL U.S.

USING A T OUCH-TONE PHONE CALL FOR
MORE INFORMATION: 753-7153 DIALTONE 123456,323

LONG DISTANCE MANAGEMENT (LDM)
DIV: WRJGHT BUSINESSES1 INC.
PADUCAH1 KENTUCKY
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ON

STEREO

AFTERBURNER
ZZTop
\ FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE
Peter Frampton
NIGHT MOVES
· Bob Seger
LEFTOVERTURE
Kansas
LED ZEP-P-UN II
Led Zepplin
· WHO'S NEXT
The Who
UH-HUH
John c. Mellancamp
HEARTBEAT CITY
The Cars
EAT EM' AND SMILE
David Lee Roth
CENTERFIELD
John Fogerty
HOTEL CALIFORNIA
Eagles
RAISED ON RADIO
Journey
BOSTON (I)
Boston
THE GRAND ILLUSION
Styx
L.A. WOMAN
The Doors

so

Peter Gabriel
ELIMINATOR
Z:Z. Top
SECOND HELPING
· Lynyrd Skynyrd -

WHITE ALBUM .
The Beatles
OISRAELI GEARS
Cream
LET'.S DANCE
David Bowie
BOSTON 2
Boston
~HOENIX .

Dan Fogelberg
POINT OF KNOW RETURN
Kansas

EARTH
Jeffer$on Starst'llp
AQUALUNG
Jethro Tull
VAN HALEN l
Van Halen
THE RIVER
Bruce Springsteen
IMAGINE
John Lennon
HARVEST
Neil Young
NEWS OF THE WORLD
Queen
LIITLE QUEEN
Heart
RECKLESS
Bryan Adams
SLOW HAND ·
Eric Cta~tan

BROTHERS IN ARMS
Dire Straits
RUNNING ON EMPTY
Jackson Browne

••
WAAW-FM
'

THE LONG RUN
Eagles
FOREIGNER (1)
F-oreigner
ZIGGY 'STARDUST
David Bowie
STICKY FINGERS
T~e Rolling Stones
5150
Van Halen
RUMOURS .
F-leetwood Mac
ALL THINGS MUST PASS
George Harrison
LIVE AT LEEDS .
The Who
SHOOTING STAR
Bad Company
THE WALL
Rink P'loyd
TOYS IN THE ATTIC
Aerosmith
F-RAGILE
Yes
CANDY-0
The Cars
TOTO IV
Toto
.
GLASS HOUSES
Billy Joel
VITAL SIGNS
Survivor
DOUBL.E VISION
Foreigner
LIVE BULLET
Bob Seger

-

TUNE IN

103.7 FM

MURRAY'S NEW ALBUM STATION
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Holland Drugs
Invites you to visit their gift
& greeting card store
Custom Jewelry
Rugs
Baskets

Belts
Cards
Pictures

ttvve-~

Coun Squa"'

'

Welcome Back
MSU ·Students!
Cook's Jewelry
I

We may not be the biggest, but we are the best/
Central Shopping Center

The VideoCenter Dance, ac·
cording to SGA film and video
director Sam Kennedy, is a new
Staff Writer
ev~nt at Murray State.
"Murray State has been given
As president of the Student 8 new audio system, a screen,
Government Association, Lou and 8 $27,000 projector by the
Zimmerman is trying to Campus Network. This was a
generate new interest in SGA gift to us and we are experimen·
and in the campus itself with ting with the system to see if it
activities and new will work on a college campus,"
programming.
he said.
According to Zimmerman,
Kennedy is also in charge of
many activities have already the University Center Board
taken place this fall including movies. He said that MSU will
Freshman Week entitled "It's a be receiving such movies as
Racer-a-fair." Some of the ac- White Nights, Baclr. to the
tivities for the o~ning week of Future, Out of Afrira, The Color
school included a beach party • a Purple and Gone With the Wind.
Z-100 Street Dance, a freshman
According to Chip Brandstet·
swim party, a VideoCenter ter, the Coffeehouse program
Dance and a Labor Day soytball director at the Curris Center,
tournamPnt. ~ ro~d trip to several free concerts have been
Southe~st M1ssou~1 to support · scheduled for this year. Mike
the MSU Racers ts scheduled Johnson, a country singer will
for Saturday.
'
By TODD ROSS

20% off for MSU students with valid 1.0 . ' s
109 So 4th ·

SGA shedules 'new events'

753-1606

QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50o/o oH AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

be at the Coffeehouse Tuesday;
Gene Cotton, singer and piano
player, Oct. 14; and Bryan
Huskey, an acoustic comedian,
Oct. 21.

Zimmerman said he is going
to try and improve student in·
terest in the Student Senate by
adding four liaison positions to
the senate. The four additional
members will be represen·
tatives from minority students,
graduate students, nontraditional students (students
that are married and/or have
children and are going back to
school), and those students in
married housing.
''These liaisons will have no
vote in the senate, but they can
discuss issues and present ideas
to the group," Zimmerman said.
He also said there will be
another forum with President
Kala M. Stroup this semester,
but he added that no date has
been set. Student Senate phone
surveys will also he conducted
this year to find out about
changes students feel the cam·
pus needs. This will allow MSU
students to have a voice in
university issues.

URRAY
MOVIES
MSUSTUDENT
NITE EVERY THUR
ADM. $2 WITH I.D.

b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do
iustfine.
Fun and Sunl

c) Save 40% oH AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.
d)

GM&OIA*
Slllk'tD

1m]

(1:30 3:45) 7, 9:20

~-

·nt on AT&T for exceptional value and high qUality
service.

e ) Hang around w ith the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that~T&r Long Distance Service is the right choice fur you.
AT&r offers so many terrific values. For exampl.e, you
can save over 50% off AT&r's day rate on calls during
A' weekends
until5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
" ~)/( f1 ~ \ to 8 am,
Sunda.v through Frid~··
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
C''
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save40%
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&r gives you
Jm,mediate creditif you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&l' for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&r can helP. save you mone~
give us a call. With a little luck. vou won't have fOliang around with
~
the rich kids. Call toll-free tod~. at:!_BOO 22~~

*'

Vaftlv- ·

NOTHING
IN COMMON
lt!CI

(1:30 3:40) 7, 9:20
Rob Lowe • Demi Moore

About last
night... ~
(3:15) 9:15 only
JOHH CANDY IS

ARMED AND

DANGEROUS~

(1:30) 7:15 only

-

VHSMOVIE
PLAYER RENTALS

ATa.T
The right choice.

Almost 1500 Movies
$2 Rental-Members
Membership-$5YR.

DVIESTD&D
Cheri Theatre Lobby

@ 1986 AT&T
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WE REPAIR
BROKEN
CHAINS

Lti&YS

BVfifRS

Housmg--------------------~-

WANTED:
Commodore 64: disk
drive, printer, monitor,
and personal finance and
educational software.
Call 898-7577 after
5 p.m .• or write:
H. Sylvia Curd
5931 Kentucky Dam Ad
Paducah, KY 42003

Cour1 S4ulre. Morral
753· 1140

Continued from Page 1A
Garland said some prospective neighbors would not sign a
statement in May which would
allow a sorority to locate in
their area. Because tile statement was unsigned, the zoning
board, in turn, said 'no'.
Garland also said prospective
neighbors declared they did not

Terrapin Station
Mon - f n

·~

Sal
IG-5

Home

•tereo
• «1uopmen1

•
Jazz

C!IIQ5IL
Folk

lArgest
Hundr.OS
oluted

Mleclion or
compact doacs

niCOfdl

In Murray

want the noise factor, parties,
litter in yards and parking pro·
blems that might occur with a
sorority house.
"The neighbors made it very
clear that they did not want
sorority girls in their
neighborhood, Garland said."
However, according to Dana
Harvey, Panhellenic adviser,
sororities follow the same
visitiation rules that apply to
dorms and Panhellenic rules
forbid alcohol on sorority
premises.
Harvey said, "The community
doesn't have to worry about parties with alchohol." She
predicts that the Greek system
will become more involved in
the community in the future to
improve relations.
Bernadette S. Jones, adviser
for Kappa Alpha Kappa, said of
the sororities' zoning problems,
"I think they (sororities) need to
be judged on their own merit.
They should be considered
neighbors like anyone else. If
they involve themselves in the
community, neighbors will see
that they are responsible
adults.''
Garland said, "I hope they
look at it in that we're improving the community and that
we're definitely an asset rather
than thinking 'oh no, here goes
our neighborhood.'"'
Sorority members' goodwill
efforts toward neighbors range
from baking cookies to inviting
them to tour the new houses.
Some have gone so far as to
'adopt' former residents.
Most members said this

Juckingbam l\ap ·Itb.
We've moved
to
970 Chestnut
(next to Sammons Bakery)

753 8040
Get a 20o/o discount
-·
with this ad

OFFER EXPIRES SEPT. 13

family-type atmosphere at the
sorority houses will bring them
closer together and has made
rush more attractive thi!l year
to incoming students.
''We've had higher numbers
than ever for rush." said
Harvey. "1 think that did help
to add to the intrigue of what a
sorority is like.''
"It makes us so much more
visible. It seems more like a
real college campus should be.
It'll bring ua a lot closer to our
p1edges because they know
they'll have a place to come see
the actives," said Alpha Sig
member, Gayle Moody, a senior
from Grand Rivers.
Members also agree that the
move from Swann Hall has
brought them closer to alumni.
"We're getting stronger
alumni support since we got the
house," said Alpha Gamma
Delta president, Julie Boyd, a
senior secondary education rna·
jor from Caruthersville, Mo.
"We realize we can't make it
without them. "
Fraternity members' reaction
to the move from Swann Hall
has been positive, as well.
"They're always willing to
bel~" Moody said.
Alpha Gamma Rho member,
Scott Babbs, a junior from
Sturgis, said off-campus hous·
ing would .not only help
str,ngthen sororities, but also
the whole Greek system.
Jenny Angel, a junior. from
Evansville, Ind . .said,"l think
we're going to see a lot of
changes in our Greek system
because of housing.''
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SGA AT WORK FOR YOU_U!
The Student Government Association
offers legal advice for students at
no expense.

Office hours: Thursdays 1-4 p.m.
For an appointment call:
Student Activities 762-6951

Captain D's

4 Con Eat For

PHOTO BY Tony JamltS

RUTLEDGE BEARD and Trlx Drake take a break between classes to catch some rays at Reagan
Field.

sa

SGA events honor freshmen

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SAVINGS

By JOHN MARK ROBERTS
Staff Wnter

se these coupons one at a time or all at once
Either way you'll get four delicious meals fo
nly $8.
• • • • • • • • • CUP THIS COUPON.........

FISH

FRIES

I
&
:
FOR $
1
• .
I ONLY
Offer expires 9 / 11 /16

1 99

I

I

Not 000<1 ..... onv olheoIOeCIOI
o • docounl

lot pgmcoooto<>Q Copt 0 11

Two tender fish fi llets,
natural cut french fries,
and 2 southern style
hush puppies.

Ca~tala

D's

,

a ana little Mahed place

1

I
I

I
I
I
:

I . . . . . . . . . CLIP THIS COUPON·········~

FISH & FRIES

I
I
: FOR
I ONLY

I

$

1• 9 9

Offer expires 9 / 11 / 86

Two tender fish fillet.s,
natural cut french fnes,
and 2 southern style
hush puppies.

caetala D'.s

I

When students got back on
campus thi::; fall they were
greeted by people ~earing
yellow " It '::~ a Racer·A·Fair''
name tags.
The name tags emphasized
freshman week, which was an
effort to get students more in·
volved in campus activities. The
Student Government Associtt.
t ion in collaboration with
university housing and campus
recreation sponsored the event,
according to SGA P ·r•dident
Louis Zimmerman.

Ot d iiCOUrlt

Jot oo"<>OOIW'IO Coot

o• I

academic program in conjunc·
tion with freshman week.
"Many students when they
come from high school to collt·ge
find it hard to adjust to the tra.n ·
sit ion. ~. J.v part is to help the in·
com ,1 freshman transist to
study and help them to bette r
improve their studv skills "
Higginson said.
•
'
Sixteen eventl'l were scheduled fo1 1he we<•k which concludes
tomv. ' •w with buses leaving
at 4:30 p.m. from the Curris
Center for the Murray .
Southeast Missouri game .
" We've had fre~hmen week in
the past. but not to this extent,"
said Zimmerman.

II
I

········••I

I
I
1••••••••1
I FISH & FRIES Two tender fish fillets,
I
~
FOR $
natural cut french fries, I
I ONLy 1
and 2 sout.hern style
I
• 9 9 hush pupptes.
1
I
caata1a D'I. I -I ~~~~..
I
I
--I FISH & FRIES Two tender fish fillets,
1
I
FOR
natural cut french fr ies, 1
-$1 99 and 2 southern style
I
I
•
hush puppies.
I
I ONLY
1
I ~~~=n7'"'""'otr-.•·~coOI
CaDt a Ia· I . II --I
I
-Monday-Tuesday Special --Giant F.ish Sandwich,
---French Fries and Mediurq Drink
--$199
---'WP.Icome Back MSU Students and Faculty'
-----Captain
D's
a great little seafood place
Nut ljOOOwomonyomeo'l)eel()l

Amy Roser, chairperson ·of
freshman week and co ordinal.tll' of the event, said
many students got involved
with the Z-100 street dance.
'"Eddie Owen came down from
Z· lOO and MSU football coach
Frank Beamer. the football
team, cheerleaders and the
pom·pon girls were inti·oduced
to the students. We had a good
turnout ," Roser said. It was
hard to estimate the number of
students who attended, she added. but everybody seemed to
have a good t ime.
Bonnie Higginson, co .
ordinator of the Learning
Center , has conducted the only

•.

a area Uttle aealoed place

CLIP THIS COUPON

Offer expires 9 / 11 / 86
7 '"'onvo">411SP«IO'

lot PO"'C•ootono Copt 0' I

aanaTilttle Maloed place

= · · · · · · · · · C L I P THIS COUPON·········=

Offer e11:plres 9/11 / 16

D~

lot P0!1te•oo~~t>q Coo•

o• I
aanaTilttle aeahed place
. . . . . . . . CLI' THIS COUPON • • • • • • • • •

OHer Good with Coupon Only

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
TRY OUR 'DRIVE- THRU

753-9383

---------~··t~ =
------------------CHERI 3
--rtt••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••=
Chestnut St.
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for your
INPORM.AnON
The Murray State Sigma Chi chapter
won the highest chapter award
from the International Frater·
nity during ita 39th annual
leadership training workshop
held August 8-11 at Colorado
State University.
SIGMA CHI

Theex·
hibition "Henri Matisse:
Lithograph~:~ and Bronzes from
the Cone Collection" can be
viewed through Oct. 5 in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Fine Arts. Center.
ART

An ice
cream social will be held
Wednesday, Sept. 10 at 5:30
p.m. in the lobby of the Special
Education Building for all
freshman education majors,
special education majors and
communlcation disorders
majors.
EDUCATION MAJORS

FALL FESTIVAL
The Mur·
ray Calloway County Fall
Festival will be held in Murray
Callow11y County Park Saturday, Sept. 20. The Chamber of
Comme1·ce and the Park Board

reviews

are sponsormg a popcorn con·
test for the most original and
best tasting recipe and to the
most original popcorn
sculpture. Persons or groups in·
terested in the popcorn
sculpting contest are reminded
to pick up a bag of popcorn at
the Chamber of Commerce
building.
STUDENT TEACHERS Persons

planning to student teach this
semester or in the spring should
meet Sept. 11 from 3-5 p m. in
the Curris Center Auditorium
for orientation.

WELC OME STUDENTS,
FACULTY, & S TA FF!
We're proud you chose Murray and hope you'll
choose Pier 1 Imports when you're ready to
decorate your dorm, apartment or home.

Pier 1imports
Hours:
M·F 9 a.m. • 6 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m. • 5 p.m.

BEL AIR CENTER
So. 12th Street
Hwy. 641 South
753-1851

ACADEMIC TEAM There will
be an organizational meeting
Sept. 9 at 4 p.m. in Faculty
Hall. Room 103 for those in·
terest.ed in starting an
academic team similar to a
"quiz bowl'' team.

CONCERT
Michael
Johnson will be appearing at
Murray State September 9.
Some of Johnson's hits include
"Bluer Than Blue,'' "Almost
Like Being In Love11 and "This
Night Won't Last Forever." Interested persons should contact
the SGA office.

A - Supenor; 8 - G~; C - Fair;
0 - Mediocre: E - Poor

Un-'Common' role
gives Hanks trouble
In Nothing In Common,
Tom Hanks pairs with Jackie
Gleason in a delightful film
concerning love lost and
found between parent and
son.

COHte

GIUJUL Witlt Uo I
Bank of Murray
.. THE FRIENDLY BANK"

son find love in each other for
the first time.
Despite great acting by
Gleason and Hanks the film
has a few problems. The rela·

Mem lter FDIC

o-r· DENIM

BLUES

8Hanks portrays an up-andcoming advertising agent who
left home to find everything
be ever wanted such as a successful career, women, and a
Jeep CJ-7. When his parents
separate, however, Hanks is
forced to do something be bas
never done: care for his
father.
Gleason gives another
brilliant performance as the
cigar s~n:oking, self-righteous
father who calls upon his son
for help when he's faced with
his wife leaving, losing his
job, and a bout with sugar
diabetes.
In the end, both father and

tionships Hanks has with his
girlfirends are unnecessary
.s erving only to distract the
audience away from the plot.
Hanks, although great as a
funnyman, is not convincing
playing both straight man
and comedian in the same
film.
Other than these problems,

Nothing in Common makes
the audience realize how important love between paren~a
and son is, no matter when tt
comes.

Olympic Plaza
-Mark Cooper

Open Evenings

Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Layaways

..

HE "~.~,~ ~~" HUT
753·4070
liU.I So. llh

'r

THE HAIR HUT ·

M u7Tay ·~ Neu-r.st Hair Fa.<;h wn Slwp

Danny Hutson
Formerly of Panache
Our ne west stylist

Jo-An's Varieties

20~ff

nurses uniforms
&
lab Jackets

100 South 5th, Murray
PHOTO BY Brad Gass

SARAH CHOATE, Hickman, Ky., gets a little support from one of the benches In the Currts Center
after registration.

Festival for students set
The Chamber of Commerce in
conjunction with the Murray
Calloway County Park Service
is sponsoring a Festival in the
Park for Se,Pt. 20.
The purpose of the festival is
to welcome Murray State
students back and to honor
senior citizens. Among the ac-

tivities planned are a fun run, a
fish fry, 1;1 popcorn contest, an
antique .::at show and music
entertainment.
Anyone interested in exhibiting arts, crafts, produce or
participating in the fun Tun
should contact the Chamber at
753-5171 or the Park office
753-7640.

Ice cream-------

753-9569

Mon. · Sat.

9 a.m.. 5:30

p.m.

Welcome Back Students
Free Wash With Fill·Up
With Validated I.D.

The lluto Laundrp
"The Professumal 1'ottch ''

~

753-7362

BRAD BELCHER

P.O. Box 991 • 1102 Chestnut
~urray, Kentucky 42071

e

753-1331

Continued from Page 1
won it~ customers. "We have
our 'ice cream customers' who
come in every night," says
employee Sandra Clayton, who
after only two weeks on the job
already recognizes them. "It
tickleti me when our regulars
come in herl' and can't make up
their mind8 about the flavor
and end up getting the ~arne
kind they always get."

With the sudden po_pularity of
Pockets' icc cream cones, is
11 _......'-"-..,......,..another popular spot hurting ...._
for ice cream sale11? "Not that
we can tell," !lays a Dairy
Queen employ('e, who requested
to remain anonymous. "It's n
totally different thing. We have
soft-serve icc CTettm so we're not
competing wjth the hard icc
cream business."

with

special guest
Cinderella

LIVE THIS SUNDAY!
Sept. 7 at 7:00 pm
at the
SIU

Are~

AH Seats $15 Reserved ·

Good Seats Stifl Av~ilable
An Arena

Promotions Preset'Qtion

~

118·483·5341.
. . . . . . . MD'f\.1. .

*
*
*
*
*
* The most exciting
fewhours
* you'D· spend
all week.
*
*
*
*
*
R un. C limb. Rappel. Navigate. Lead.
And develop the confidence and
skills vou won't get from a textbook.
Enrofl in Army ROTC
as one of your electives. Get the facts
today. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Sl ot s are still avail able in ~IL 205 .
Call 762-3746 for de t~i l s .

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

-
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Frankly Speaking

Students may submit FYI's

W~
CARR~ •THE JOY OF

MVRNA ! Do

AccOV~TiNG'

Students may announce up·
coming events for their
various organizations in the
FYI section of Murray State
News.

r

\

"For Your Information"
sheets are available in the
newsroom located in Room
111 of Wil!'!On Hall. Complete

Welcome Back
Students

FREE
TACO
----------------------.
I
I
I
I
No purchase necessary I
Come on in!
I
Your 1st Taco Is On Us! I
I
I
Limll one coupon Ill'' Cu$tOmer per day
I
I

Free Taco!

(GOOD THAU SEPT.S)

I

1---------------------_I

Central Shopping Center
Across from MSU Stadium

753·9697

WELCOME BACK!
Banana Combs-all colors
Gifts for Rig SistersLittle Sisters
Contemporary Jewelry at
Wholesale Prices!
Bold Liquidators
308 Main1 Murray
753- 3753

the form for your club or
organization and return it to
the newsroom no later than 4
p.m. on Mondays.
The Campus Life staff re·
quests that persons use the
FYI form to communicate
messages rather lhan by
phone.
When preparin~ an -

nouncemcnts the following
should be included: name of
organization, event, date, loca·
tion, time, cost <if any) and
names of those involved.
The purpose of the FYI sec·
tion in News is to serve
readers by keeping them in·
formed about various activites
and events on campus.

CAMPU
RECREATlON
1986-1987
. . - - - - - - AcUvltlll -------....
Plllllma111r 1111
PlaVIfilr

Pre·~Aun

Wlnstow Gamet
Fun Aun
labor bay lotlbatl
loftblll
twilight Aun
Goll Driving
Ultimate FttlbM
Tennla ltngt.t
Twilight SOftball

~=

•
M

tl

,
..1.

. . . . . . .4

,.
11
11

,,,Sb... CJoll .
\

Golflcralbble
Ttlvlalowl
Citmpua Olf*'
COtdSonMit
Fratemlty Tennll
Mixed COUples Golf
Golf Pl\crttno
Football
Aetidence Hell SOftball

..••
I

••
•

twiliGht Auft
CtOil COutdty
Pica, Punt &KICk

10
13
15
17

,.

WalleybiH
Golf Tourney
Trivia Bowl
Ho~Aun

II

AacqueU.IISinglea
T.ug-o-war

31

~·

Frater"'ty A.cquetball

14

Ft8 TntOW lhOOtinl

Sportst11ghtar
Froaty Aun

Men's Weight Training

B1

Twilight Run
Preleaton S.sketball
Coed Volleyball
Indoor Soccer

Turkey Trot
Aeildanae Hall VOlleyball

...Thurtdoyt at 1 p.m.
...SOuth gym in Carr Htalth
-Clal• muts fbr fbur uttMt
-Atttnd all four weeles, receive a T·thirt
-Begins September ll

OdDbtrl

Racquetball Ltague

ec..t

Women•• nEB Aerobloa

11
12·18
II

'fennl• Oou'*'

Trlvle

~

11
11

-For beginners
-Begins September 16
-Monda1 & Thursday at 2:30p.m.
.:..M•ts {or eight weelts
41 per se•sion

••

,.
?

.....,,..•
1?.-11
11
1
1?

Baskttbell

Some Other Programs
L.IBURE CONimC'l'ION
-1"~

-Coolers
-Sleeping Bags

-Other Campitaf Gear

-Trips to L4nd Betwetn elae LuleH

SW«AT30

-30 minute in.tinae ~robic worllout
-N.oonEvening cltuses in wotnel&'t

OFFICIAL

residence halls

WANTED

PONY EXPRESS CLUB

- Fitnest Olub for FacultyStudetttl

- Set your own goa.ls
_ -Almost any activity qualifies

-·

To Nli.- tor C!la&aes, 8top b~·
Room

107~ C.rr.Hu.lth

Campus Re~rentlon

Buildi-.c or eall7&2.6971.

Sept.S.J986 Tlle........,StMe .... 98

Gridders open at SEMO
By JOHN WATSON
Sports Editor
Murray State gridders will open their 1986 aeaaon on the road
against a strong Southeast Miasouri State Saturday.
"This is the strongest SEMO team I've seen sinee I've been
coaching at Murray State," said Frank Beamer, head football
coach. "Their squad has experience on both sides of the football
and they were ranked number one in a pre-season poll of their
conference."
Southeast Missouri downed Mississippi College Aug. 30 by th~
score of 30-27.
"I think our preparation has gone really well, but you really
don't know how well it went until you play a game," Beamer
said.
Having already played one game will give SEMO the advan·
tage of making changes before they play Murray State.
"SEMO's staff will know what type of changes they need to
make, but as for us, we will be going into the game with several
people playing our offense for the first time:· he said.
According to Beamer the key to the Racers' success Saturday
will be the defense's ability to stop the Indians' big play.
"SEMO has some explosive offensive power and if we can just
keep them from having the big play and force them to snap the
ball more then I think in the long run defense will win," he said.
Last year's SEMO squad used the toss-back pass against Mur·
ray. With their big offensive line and depth the squad has very
few weak points, according to Beamer.
Murray's success will hinge on the consistency of its offense.
This season junior quarterback Mike Woznichak, Cannonsburg,
Penn., will be at the helm of the Racer offense.
"We are going to have to make them beat us Saturday and not
beat ourselves by giving up the ball and making mental
mistakes," Beamer said.
On a brighter note almost all Racers on the injured list have
returned to practice, although three are not expected to see ac·
tion for the first game.
See FOOTBALL

COACH

DUKE STRAGER

works with defenafve enda
(Above) and a receiver eludes
• cornerback as the Racers
prepare for their ae. .on
opener against SEMO
Saturday.
Photos by BRAD GASS
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Coaching changes
occur over summer .

Freshmen to carry squad
By KEVIN PATTON
Sports Writer

Only three players return
from last year's Lady Racers
volleyball team which ended
the season with a 9-18 record.
However, coach Bob Ferguson
isn't crying.
Fer~n says he expects to
play a number of freshmen, but
he still expects the Lady Racers
to be a strong team by season's
end.
"I look for the freshmen to
carry a heavy load," Ferguson
said. One of the outatanding
freshmen on this year's team is
Diane Okey, first team
all-state from Canton, Ohio,
Ferguson said.
Because of two injuries,
Ferguson was forced to utilize
open tryouts to fill the roster.
"We will use the tryouts to supplement the strength of the
team," he said.
Two of the seven who attended the tryouts made the team,
aocording to Ferguson. •

The three returning players
from last year's team are Paula
Beard, a senior from
Caruthersville, Mo.; Amy
Livesay, a senior from Salem,
lll.; and Anne Flynn, a junior
from Muncie, Ind.
Beard says she expects the
Lady Racers to have an ex·
cellent season. "This will be
one of our better seasons. We
have a lot of new players and
new recruib," she said.
Ferguson says he believ•
that the Lady Racers have a
chance at having a good season.
At the present time, Tennessee
Tech is picked to win the south
zone, which consists of Tennessee Tech, Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee and Murray
State.
Ferguson also said that the
winner of the south zone will
host the OVC tournament.
"Eastern Kentucky i8 too tough
for any OVC team to handle at •
the present time," he said.
"Everyone is excited about
this season," Beard said. "I feel
like we will surpriae a lot of

teams."
Ferguson is joined in his optimism by a new statT member,
Oscar Segovia.
Segovia, who will aerve as a
graduate assistant, will be
primarily used as a defensive
coach.
Ferguson says that
Segovia is "an invaluable aide
and is very knowledgeable." ·
Ferguson also said that Segovia
designed the Lady Racers'
training and conditioning
programs.
Segovia comes to Murray
State from East Texas State,
where he served 88 a graduate
assistant for one year and as a
student assistant for two
seasons. Prior to his stint at
East Texas State, he aerved as a
student assistant at Laredo
Junior College.
The Lady Racers optned their
season Thunday night against
Southern Indiana. Results of
this match were unavailable at
Pf888 time. The Lady Racers
will face the University of
Evan.aville at 7 p.m. next Thursday at Racer Arena.

By MARK COOPER

Sports Writer
Summer brought many
changes to the Racer football
and basketball coaching staffs
including men's associate
baaketball coach Mike Dill being named as assistant athletic
director.
Along with Dill's move, two
new coaches joined the Racer
football staff and two new assistant head coaches joined the
men's basketball team.
Dill, 42, said he was grateful
for the oppOrtunity to assist
athletic director Johnny
Reagan in the department's
day-to-day activities. Dill fills a
position left open when Reagan
was named director in 1978.
"I'm very excited about it and
look forward to meeting the
challenges of helping Murray
State's athletic program realize
its vast potential," Dill said.
The summer also saw the
return of Bill Weidner 88 aaeistant coach for the Racer football
team aa well as the hiring of
Duke Strager aa defenaive ends
coach.
Weidner will aerve aa defen·
sive tackles coach and academic

counselor this seaaon after
spending last year at Ohio State
as assistant defensive line
coach.
Strager, a native of
Clarksburg, W.Va., and a
former teammate of head coach
Frank Beamer at Virginia Tech
in Blacksburg, Va., rounds out
the Racer staff this season after
handling the linebackers and
special teams at
Carnegie-Mellon University in
Pittsburgh last year.
"Duke Strager is a fine addition to our staff," Beamer said.
"He can coach the wide tackle
six defense with the expertise of
having played it under coach
Jerry Claiborne at Virginia
Tech."
Keith Jones, who held a codefensive coordinator title,
moves up to defenei ve
coordinator.
Changes in the men's basket·
ball staff include aaeistant
coach Mike Bernsen replacing
Dill as associate head coach and
the hiring of Charles Cunningham as usistant coach, ac·
cording to head coach Steve
Newton.

See COACHES
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Tanning
shouldn't be
this much
work!
Call or Come by

THE TROPICS
901 Coldwater Rd.

753-8477

Despite the ·loss of All-OVC
runner William Jordan,
Flanagan said he is looking for
the leader:ihip and experience
on the team to produce an OVC
crown.
We're doing the same things
we did last year." he said, "by
reaching our peak at the end of
the year when it count~. We on·
ly missed it by eight points last
year and thls team is more experienced than last year."
Experience plus a total team
See CROSS COUNTRY
Page 159

Continued from Page 98

* 15 Consecutive days

of Tanning ••••••••••••••••••••••• •30
* 30 Consecutive days of Tanning •••••••••••••••• •••••• $45
Single Visits-'2.99
Three Visits-'7.99

' 12.99

THE TROPICS TANNING SALON, says .. ..
Now you can bring home the sun.
Check with the Tro pics for the best p rices
o n ho me tann ing equipment
Home Tanning Units Start at •595

Call 753-8477

l_...JII....-?7>.--..----. _

Returning lettermen from
last season have Racer cross
country coach ,Jay Flangan
dreaming of an OVC champion·
ship this year.
The men's team ha..c; only
three new runners to add to the
team. One of these new runners
is Keith Abell, u junior from
Benton, who ran for MSU in
1984. The. rest of the tt-am ure
veterans of last year's team
which ran to a second place
finish in the OVC.
Ed Ginn, a sophomore from
Du Quoin, Ill., and Andy
Graham, a freshman from Ben·
ton. complete the team's roster.

Foo~an------------

SPECIALS
Five Visits

Runners looking to wear
the OVC crown this fall

-

During last year's game junior linebacker Tony Woodie,
Brandenton, Fla., sacked Southeast Missouri quarterback Jeff
Brown to prevent an Indian two-point conversion and save Murray's 33-25 victorv.
Rodney Payne, sophomore, tailback, St. Louis, Mo., rushed for
115 yards on 20 carries and scored four touchdowns then in his
freshman season. Former quarterback Kevin Sisk connected on
11 of 22 passes for 164 yards and two interceptions.
The Racers ended the game with 402 yards total offense, compared with 304 for SEMO. and 23 first downs against only 17 for
the Indians.
"We were fortunate to beat SEMO last year and I know that
they have a better team this yeat·," Beamer said. "As of now I
can't say that we are a better tenm. It's a lot like a final exam
you don't know your grade until after the exam." ·
'
Beamer noted that he is in hopes that the Murray State
students will take advantage of busses being provided for the
game.
"We just want everybody to come out and give us a lot of sup·
port on Saturday, we are going to need all the help we can get"
he said.
'

..-

No
Membership
Fee

No
Deposit

Lowest prices in town!
Monday thru Thursday select
4 films for only $5.75

Tpousands of titles
" available
Hours:
Mon .-Sat. 8 a .m.- 8 p.m.
Sun. l p.m.- 5 p.m.

103 South 3rd
Downtown Murray
(Inside Crass Furn.)
753-3621
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Custom Typing Service
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BEVERLY LOVETT

•
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lntramurals always full
of fun exciting games
By ANGELA HAZEL
Assistant Sports Editor

School may have just begun
but things are already in full
swing with ;ntramurals.
The schedule was kicked off
with "Play Fair" on Aug. 21.
About 50 people participated
in events such as Tag
Everybody's It, Blindman 's
Quarterback and a new edition
of Hog Calling.
Intramurals sponsored two
runs the first weekend back to
school. About 25 participants
received T-shirts during the
Pre·school run on Aug. 22 and
the Fun Run on Aug. 24.
Eddie Morris, Campus
Recreation director, said he was
pleased with the turn out for
both runs.
If you happened to see about
50 people playing with food in
front of Winslow Cafet~ria on
Aug. 25 they were competing in
the "Wim:;low Games."
,Joe Pawlak was the Jello
Sucking champ.
Jeff Lantz of Belleair, Fla.,
and Jiil Constel'dine of Mem·
phis, Tenn., won the Pickle
Spitting contest.
Scott H1•ttenbach, Evansville
Ind., nnd Gerry Krause of

Jackson, Mo., ate their way to
victory in the Pie Eating
contest.
Hetlenbach and Kevin
Canterbury of Evansville cap·
tured the men's Egg Toss con·
test, while Julie Schmidt and
Mary Lee Thompson grabbed
the women's title.
With the Labor Day weekend
came the Labor Day Softball
Tournament. Seven teams par·
ticipated in the tournament
played at the park.
Men Without Shame took
first place while the Rowdys
won second pJace.
The Twilight Run is scheduJ.
ed for Sunday.
The three-mile run is open to
both men and women. To enter
just show up in front of the Carr
Health Building at 7 p.m.
T-shirts will be awarded.
For all golf fantatics the
deadline for the Golf Driving
contest is Monday.
The sign up deadline for
Ultimate Frisbee and the Ten·
nis Singles is Friday.
For more information
students may check the campus
information sports bonrds
located in each dorm or stop by
the campus recreation office in·
side Carr Health.

MAKE YOUR BUSINESS PROFITABLE
MSU STUDENT

$ $ $ $

BY ATTRACTING

DOLLARS

$ $ $$

J.1rilYa11l1~.9

Sf. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY

')Yl<l.b

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

IJ.l~l

liRI:.'IIADA Wt.ST INOI!.S

51. Georgeis Un111efSrty School ol Med1c1ne. W1th more than 1050 graduates ltcensed
1n 33 states. offers a ngorous, n.n&-semester program lead.ng to the degree ot
Doctor ol Medicine
In January 1985. The J ournal of the American Medica l .A IIoclatlon pub·
llshed a report which ranked St George's number one of all rnator loretgn mediCal
sct\ools In the 1n1t1a1 pass rate on the ECFMG Exam
70 med1cal schools 1n the United States ha\19 accepted over 630 St. GOI:lrge's
students w1th advanced standing.
St George's has rece1Yed probationary approval to conducl chntcal clerkships In
New Jersey subject to regulatiOns olthe State Board ol Examiners.
Aloan Program lor Entenng Students has been 10St1luted lor a llm1ted numbef
ol qualified applicants
For mlormalion ..please contact the OffiCe ol Adm,sstons·
St. Geofge'l University School of Medicine
•;. The ~!Qn Medical School ServlcH COrponltlon
One Eut Maln Stre«, Bay Shore, N.Y. 11708. Dept. C·2
(518) 665-&500

News
c.JI 762-4478
tor details

rJY.•. PREN\IllM FROZEN [)fLIGHTS ~
ALL- NATURAL FROZEN YOGURTS :
CREATE A FUN .. NUTRITIOUS LUNCH OR SNACK
FROM OUR FRESH FRUIT .. NUT .. & GRANOLA BAR

Coaches.- ----------Continued from Page 98

Cunningham, 33, was head
basketball coach for Bradshaw
High School in Florence, Ala.,
before coming to MSU, but he
has worked with the Racer's
summer camp for the pa~>t five
yew·s.
"I'm familiar with the quality

program here," Cunningham
said, "and I'm looking forward
to working with coach Newton
and helping MSU win the con·
ference championship."
Dale Leever, who served as a
graduate assistant coach last
year, is now an assistant coach,
according to Newton.

/ILPINE
. car audio systems

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dhddand Ctnter
Chestnut Street

Murray

Records • Tapes • C.D .'s • Car Stereos

PREMIUM "GOURMET' ICE CREAM :
WE MAKE IT OURSELVES ... IT·s TRULY THE
CONNOISSEUR ·s ICE CREAM ; TRY IT IN THE
RE.AL WAFFLE CONE OR WITH HOT FUDGE f

MSU STUDENTS BRING
YOUR GOOD TASTE TO

~®~ -

MON - S AT I I AM - I OPM
SUN
IPM- 9PM

-~---1.5

-- -)1

CHESTNUT HILLS

SHOPPING CENTER
LE.JHTS

•
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u.s.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Boneless

English Roast
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S1!!M

The

• 10 to 30 % LESS FAT
• FEWER CALORIES
• BETTER VALUE

BONELESS

u.s.o.A. crade '"Holly Farms,
Family Pak Mixed Parts of

Boneless
Ham

·chicken
pound

Standard
Kroger 1-lb, 3-lb or S·lb.
Chub Pack, Extra Lean

Bryan Whole Hickory crest

Frying

Kroger
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Beef
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John Morrell
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f-1
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JJ1

AIIVII'tttles

Kraft BBO sauce
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American
Cheese Food .....~!:~

Notninll But 100to Pure
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Charmin Tissue
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Peaches ...............
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-
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Club supports athletics
ecutive director of the Racer
Club. His duties include
organizing committees, preparSports Writer
ing fund raisers, setting up
Murray State University transportation to out-of-town
alumni and other boosters have athletic events and collecting
a way to support the U niver- donations.
sity's athletic programs legally
"My main goal as executive
through the MSU Racer Club.
director is to increase private
The Racer Club, chartered in financial support for the Racer
1966, was organized to bring Club," Ward said.
together supporters of the
According to the Racer Club
University who want to express
their interest in MSU athletics. charter articles, anyone conThrough fan attendance and nected with the University who
the contribution of funds donates $25 or more
through the MSU Foundation, automatically becomes a
fans can help provide resources member. This contribution
for any needs or improvements must be renewed yearly.
Failure to pay the yearly
in the athletic department.
Joe Ward, program· director membership fee or any action
for the MSU Foundation, is ex· which violates the rules and
By DAN LOUDY

regulations of MSU, the Ohio
Valley Conference or the National Collegiate Athletic
Association will result in one's
name being dropped from the
membership list.
All donations are immediately deposited into the club's account of the MSU Foundation.
Twenty percent of unrestricted
donations are placed in the
Athletic Endowment Account of
the foundation. The remaining
80 percent is spent toward the
greatest need in the athletic
department.

Photo by BRAD GASS

MSU GNDOERS picked up the prKttce pace this week In
All restricted donations are preparation for SEMO S1turd1y It C.pe GlradeMI, Mo., kickoff II
used according to the requests 1t 7:30p.m.
of the donor, providing the re·
quests do not conflict with MSU
or the Racer Club.

Referee clinic ·slated

Need A Ride?
Call Murr ay -Callow a y

Transit

A soccer referee clinic sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
Soccer Association and the
West Kentucky Soccer Referee
Association will be offered
Saturday and Sunday for
students interested in becoming
certified soccer referees.
The clinic begins at 9 a.m. on
Saturday and l.p.m. on Sunday

753-9725

in Room 207 of Faculty Hall.
Cost for the clinic is $10 with a
$15 fee for certification.
The Murray-Calloway Soccer
Association will hire all certified referees and will pay the
clinic fees for all referees that
stay on for the year, according
to John Paschall, head of
referees.

WeslsiJe r:JJaplisl Cf.urc/,

$2 County Fare
$1 City Fare

108 N. 15th Street

Mon.-Fri. 7a.m.-5p.m.

(across from Sparks Hall)

753-8240
-<Handicap Equip.)-

"Called to Make a Difference"
September 7
" Operation Discipleship" Begins
(A journey into the 'abundant life'
found in Jesus Christ)
Congratulates it's Beta Xi Pledge Class

Lizmme Baez
1'wila Yorll

julie f.lumson
Deanna Ditto
/Jeth U7Jite
Suzanne }'oder
Gina Boyd
Tcm•sa Castleberry
julie Workman
Amy Peck
Daltsa Darnell

Stacy Winstead
Sandy West
Pam Miller
Mia Wess<>lmann

\
'

'sunday School 10 a.m. Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship 6 p.m. Wednesday 7 p.m.

. -....... ,

Lori Sullivan
Monte Stokes
l.isa Mossey
llolly jones
Aflgie Reagan
Debbie Champion
Melissa DermQy
Stc>phonie Siegmumd
Amber Rhociy
Rhonda Kasten
Melanie Hipp
Debbie Hanshaw
Andrea Edwards
Cindy Dietzel

SPECIALTY
ADVERTISING
Party favors, Pens,
Datebooks, Calendars,
Pencils, Balloons, plus
many other ite1ns

Brown & B igelow

1

I

Tommy Sanders, Sales Representative

~

753-3299 (days)
753-7550 (nights)

•

-
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•COMPLETE TENNIS AND
RACQUETBALL CENTER
•RACQUET STRINGING
•SWIMWEAR BY ARENA
AND SPEEDO

•ATHLETIC BAGS

•FULL SELECTION OF HOODED •LARGEST SELECTION OF
WARM-UPS IN THE AREA
SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS,
AND CREWS (15 COLORS)
• TENNIS APPAREL BY BOAST,
REEBOK, ADIDAS, NIKE,
•GREEK SPORTSWEAR
COURT CASUAL, ELLESSE
•FULL LINE OF
•JUST ARRIVEDRUNNING APPAREL
NEW "FAT GREEK"
•EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
LETTERING

Choose from 250 Styles of Athletic Shoes
•REEBOK
•NIKE
•BROOKS
•CONVERSE
•PONY
•TURNTEC
•ADIDAS

•NEW BALANCE
•FOOTJOY
•PUMA
•K-SWISS
•ELLESSE
•HEAD
•TIGER

•PRINCE
•SPOT-SILT
•SAUCONY
•TRETORN
•ASAHI
•WILSON
•AUTRY

~
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OBSERVATIONS:
After twenty years

1
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OBSERVATIONS:
From the editor

\

When students returned to
campus after summer vnca·
tton 20 years ago something
was different at Murray
State.
Registration in the men's
gymnasium in the Carr ·
Health Building was probably
the same tedious pl·occss as it
had been the year before,
some people were probabl.v
elated to be back in school
while others thought their
summer had literally flown
by, and The Hut was still the
place to meet everybody and
compare vacation stories.
But the group who began or
resumed classes in August of
1966 was the first to :1ttend
the university in Murray, in·
stead of the college.
With the passage of House
Bill 238, which went into ef.
feet
l, 1966, the
Ken·

tucky General Assembly
granted university status to
the four regional colleges,
Munay, Morehead, l<;nsi.ern
and Western.
While already into a new
school year full of promise
and new decisions, this
Spt'Cial Report of The Murray
State News was compiled so
we won't take for granted the
hard w01·k of those who push·
ed for the status we now enjoy
as students of a university.
The News wishe~ to thank
those who took time from
their busy first week of
classes to help us get the story
straight, locate statistics and
find photographs.
The photos in this wrapper
were donated by The Shield,
The Wrather West Kentucky
Museum and Pogue Library.
-Dannie Prather
editor in chief

After twenty years

SupporterS of Bill 238 believe
MSU was worth 'heartaches·'
By DANNIE PRATHER
Editor in Chief

It wns a long and sometimes
frust1·ating process for the sup·
porters of House Bill 238. But
after 20 years of university
status, those who were involved
say it was worth the effort.
In 1966, Dr. Ray Mofield was
in his second year as assistant
to Murray State President
Ralph Woods. He spent the col·
dest days of the winter of 1966
in Frankfort, representing the
interests of Murray State to the
General Assembly.
But Murray's interests were
not the only ones to be con·
sidered. "The advice that we got
was; it could never be done

THE FOUR PRESIDENTS of the regional colleges w itness the signing of House Blll 238 1nto law by
Gov. Ned Breathitt In 1966.

unless we did it for nil four of
the regional ::;chools," !vlofield
said.
That advice came ftom such
people as Shelby McCallum
who was Speaker of the Ken·
tuckv House of Represen ·
tatives. Lt. Governor Harry
Waterfield and the governor
himself. Ned Breathitt.
In meeting with Breathitt,
McCallum and others on the ex·
act content of the bill, the
representatives from the
regional colleges were concern·
ed in expanding their academic
programs considerably.
Mofield recalled that bad
weather was a factor in the
passage of the bill. ''In a way
the Lord really helped us out,"
he said.
"There was a terrible snow in
Frankfort and the legislature
couldn't meet," McCallum ex·
plained. "Ray was up there and
met with the governor. (They)
had a 'tot of opportunity to
talk."
"I was trying to get
everything 1could out of them,"
Mofield snid. Special interest
was placed on offering a doc·
torate in education.
Breathitt disagreed with a
provision lhat would give the
regional schools such a pro·
gram. As a compromise, Mofield
suggested that a clause be pine·
ed in the bill stating that any
changes in the requirements for
certifying public school
teachers be added to the cur·
riculum of the universities.
Breathitt agreed.
"In a wav everthing worked
well for us, but there were some
heartaches," Mofield said.
The bill was quite popular in
the House, according to Me·
Callum, who has been speaker
of the house five times in 18
yeat·s. It carried 65 signatures
of sponsorship and both Me·
Callum and Mofield are unCl!rtain as to who actually in·

troduced the bill. "No one cnn
claim · solu credit f01· it,'' Me·
Callum said.
Despite the overwhelming
support, McCallum said ,
''There were a number of people
opposed to 1t." Most of that op·
position came from those with
ties at the University of Ken·
tucky . "They felt like
e\'erybody ought to go to t<ehool
there," Mofield said.
During the House vole,
Mofield recalled that a
Republican representative ,
Leonard Hislope, tried many
timt~s to get the attention of
Speaker McCallum to exprl>SS
his views against the bill.
Mofield .said Majority Lender
John Y. Brown St·. whispered to
Hislope that he was needed out·
side the chambers.
Accordmg to Mofield, the
foyer outside the chambers was
crammed during sessions with
lobbyists and other,. isl tors anx ·
iou~; to speak with the
congressmen .
When Hislope left, Mofield
~aid, "Naturally someone pulled him aside and wanted lo
talk. The minute he stepped
outside the door, the speaker
<McCallum) rang the bell and
called the vote."
"We got it through the first
reading," Mofield said. The
House passed it with an 83 0
vote.
Recalling the incident, Me·
Callum said, "Those are the
things you ha\'e to do when
you're speaker of the house. We
wou I d 've passed the bill
anyway."
Passing the Senate was not ns
easy as the House. Sen. Tom
Garrett of Paducah, against bill
238, made a motion that the bill
be amended to allow a new fourSee BILL 238
Back Page

Sparks: MSU still growing strong
Dr. Harry Sparks was the To avoid a c1·isis on our campus,
supertntendent of public I called a meeting of students,
instruction when House Bil/238 faculty · and staff in Lovett
was past'ed b.v the General Auditorium. Classe~> wPr<>
Assembly, He serr1ed on the
Board of Regent.'1 for four yPars
before becoming president of
Murray State in 1968. He
.~tate

retired in 1973.

The following are his obserua·

tion.'1 on .some of the htghlights • a.s:;;;;;;:~:::;:::;~~

during his term in office.

The Kent State Tragedy
One of the most dramatic ex·
pericnces occurred on campus
the day following the Kent
State (University) tragedy .
There was an unrest on all co).
lege campuses and at Murray
State both students and faculty
were expressing some anxiety.

cancelled to provide full opportunity for attendance. Someone
called the television station
WSPD in Paducah, and they
came out and recorded lhe day's
activities.
A registration desk was set up
where students wishing to ex·
press themselves could register.
I explained to the audience thev

were to' speak in order of
registration. I asked them . to
refrain from the use ofprofamty
or vulgur language.
Student after student took ad·
vantage of the opportunity to
speak. Only one incident of
disorder was experienced. A
junior who did not register ran
up onto the stage, grabbed a
microphone and began speak·
ing. A bush fell over the au·
dience when he siezed the
microphone. 1 took the
miocrophone from him and told
him he must take his turn as
the others had done. Upon do·
ing this the audience stood up
and began to applaud.
Although some of the faculty
and administrators still held
anxieties during the meeting,
they left with a higher respect

for the students and the
The basic sturcture of
students felt more kindly Oakhurst was good, but inadn·
toward the faculty and quate control of surface water
adminitratot's.
flooded the basement, making it
So many students expressed unavailable for use during the
themselves, that a forum offeel· rainy weather. Some engineers
ing was woven which reached
toward differences of solution. recommended that the building
The privilege of expression be r·azed and another be built in
revealed a release of deep emo· its place. Such suggestions were
tiona and it left one with a feel· not seriously considered
ing that a democracy existed because of respect for the
here.
university's founder, Dr.
Oakhurst
Rainbey T. Wells, and out of
The oldest structure on cam· respect for alumni.
pus is Oakhurst, the residence
The university's architeds
of president Kala Stroup. calculated it would coat
Oakhurst was built during $110,000 to repair the building
World War I when building sup· and they doubted any reliable
plies we1·e limited. Central - - - - - - -- - - - hesating was not considered
See SPARKS
and air conditioning was not
Back page
available.

OBSERVATIONS:

Cat-eye glasses and teased hair,
housemothers, all part of 60s
By JANET FREEMAN

Campus Life Editor
Since the mid-1960's MSU has
experienced numt!rous physical
and internal changes and Dr. J.
Mal Sparkman, former dean of
students, believes nearly all
have been for the good.
''Our growth has been rapid
over the past twenty yearti and
we have experienced many,
many growing pains," he said.
"We have defmitely come a
long way. For instance, some of
the restrictions we placed on
students back then, now seem
very ridiculous," he said.
Phyllis Shore, who attended
MSU in 1967, said "ridiculous
isn't the word for some of the
policies students were under."
"Our cars were parked in
something like a compound,
and the only time we could
drive them was on weekends,"
she said.
Student activities also had
restrictions. Dr. Sparkman ex·
nlained that dorms housina

females were carefully :;uper·
vised by housemothers.
"The housemothers knew the
girls well and could tell when
one was homesick or broke. She
really tried to be a mother
figure and help any way she
could," Sparkman said.
Girls had to ''sign·in" the
dorms before 10 p.m. each
weeknight and before midnight
on weekends.
Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs and a student in
the 1960s said, "We always had
to sign·in, and if we were a
minute late, the housemothers
were there to remind us of our
transgressions."

really
tried to.be
a moth~r
figure'
~she

The .m~es who lived on cam·
pus dido t have a curfew or
sign·in/sign.out sheets. Dr.
Sparkman said t,he ".d ~

..

.

·.~ ~ ~. ) .

,,.

ministrators' reasoning behind
this was; "If the girls were
home, then the boys wouldn't
have much to do."
Although the males were
allowed to roam free on
weeknights, Hugh Oakley,
former head of the industrial
arts department. said all boys
were required to take at least
one course of military science.

1We didn 't have
tO apologize
for where we
tt
h /'
wen 0 sc 00
Oakley also said both male
and females wen• required to at.
tend chapel, which met one day
a week. "All students had to be
there," Oakley said. " If someone missed chapel four times
then one hour was added to his
0 r h e r g r a d u a t i 0 n
requirements."
Campus life in the 60s was
.stm cqnstdereCi ''fun'! bv
:,

,

.

students even though the
restrictions hung heavy above
the college. ''I can remember
Little Anthony and the Im·
perials coming to campus,"
Shore recalls. "We wore go-go
boots and our hair was worn
high where we tensed it.''
We also hung pictures of Rock
Hudson on our dorm walls.
There were peace marches
because of Vietnam. There was
so much.''
Shore said one of the things
she will alway;; remember
about life at Murray State is the
hippies. "Believe it or not, they
were here," she exclaimed.
"They were always having pro·
test marches and .sit·downs
everywhere.

1They were
always having
protest marches
and sit..downs'
:

"It watm't much of a surprise
to go to class and find a group of
hippies sitting on the floor out·
side the classroom. Most of the
time the ~itters just didn't like

'If someone

missed chapel
four times
one hour
was added
to his
graduation '
the person who would be
teaching the class."
Regardless of the lifestyle of
60s students, Dr. Sparkman
said everyone seemed to be
devoted to the college. He added
faculty members as well as
students always took pride in
being a part of MSU.
"We didn't have to apologize
for where we went to school. We
had a good thing and we knew
it...

OBSERVATIONS:

SPORTS

Evolution of sports continues
By JOHN WATSON
Sports Ed1tor

would be as great throughout
athletics."

The repercussions include the
attention drug testing of both
The major impact felt by professional and college
athletes at ~1urrny State in athletes is drawing from the
1966 was the change in col- media and general public.
legiate athletics from the ColAnother major change in 1966
lege Division to the University was the introduction of live
Division.
televison sports to the
•·In 1966 you didn't have all American public. This brought
the different divisions in college sports closer to home.
athletics, only the college and
" Because of the media
univers ity divisions.'' said
coverage of athletes both on and
Johnny Reagan, Mun·ay State
ofT the playing field, their acathletic director and 30 year
tions have a much larger and
head baseball coach.
last ing impact," Bohnert said.
Reagan noted that the basic
Athletics at Murray State
skill of the college athlete has
took a nose dive during 1966·67
not changed over the past few
with the Thoroughbreds only
decades, but that the number of managing fit·st in the southem
quality athletes has risen.
divison after capturing three
consecutive oyc champion''There are more players in
ships, ending the season with a
sports now than there were a
16·11 record.
generation ago," he said .
"Although the basic t\kills are
Racer gridders had a
the same the knowledge each
disastrous season·racking up an
athlete has of his sport is
0 -10-0 record during head coach
greater."
Don Shelton's final year.
Don Vaughn was the only
MSU Sports Information
Murray
rusher to gain more
Director, Craig Bohnert, said
thnn 100 yards ln a game when
that the public's perception of
he rushed for 140 o.n 18 carries
the athlete has changed greatly
during the opening game
over the last 20 years.
"'The Don Rogers and Len . against East Tennessee. .MSU
lost by a score of20-16. In addiBias drug cases are examples of
tion,
the squad fell to rival
how much of a public figure
athletes are in today's society.'' Western Kentucky by a score of
Bohnert said. "If thest: situations hnd occurred 20 yenrs ago
I don't believe the repercussions

:37-20.
Hacer hoopsters provided the
bright spot in athletics and
finished the season with a 14-9

record while Dick Cunningham
.lead the nation by averaging
21.8 rebounds per game.
Cunningham also set the
MSU record for the most rebounds in a game with 36
against MaCl\furray on Jan. 2,
1967 and the most for a season
with 479. In addition he is the
career leader with 1,292 rebounds from 1~65-68 .
The squad had the highest re-

~unding average per game

wtth 53.9. against Georgia
Southern on Dec. l, 1966. The
team set the second highest
margin of victory with a 56
point win, 121-65.
Don Ducan hit the most consecutive free throws with 28
and the team had its highest
scoring avet·age per game at
89.1.
To round out the season Dick
Cunningham and Herb
McPherson, who averaged 21.8
points per game, were named to
the ALL-OVC team.
Reagan noted that many people believe today's college
athletes are not as dedicated as
those of a generation ago.
" I haven't found this to be
true here at Murray," he said.
"The players I work with seem
to be just as motivated and
dedicated now as they were a
generation ago."
Bohnert and Reagan agreed
that those involved in organized
sports pay a higher price for being an "athlete" today and face

Sparks

l

additional obstacles as well.
"Athletes live their life in a
fish bowl, that is. because of the
media everybody can see what
they do both on and off the
field," Reagan said. "Privacy is
one way the athletes have paid
for success and another is the
number of new obstacles they
face with drugs. television and
such .
Reagan noted that this increase in temptation of athletes
is actually a compliment to
them because of their dedication to sports.
Taking more interest in condi·
tioning and more thought in
preparation before a contest is a
trait of today's athlete, according to Bohnert.

"Players fre working harder
now to provtde a greater produc·
tivity because to turn to professional athletics you really have
to beef-up your performance,"
Bohnert said.
Despite the dream to turn pro·
fessional Bohnert still believes
the majority of college athletes
play because they love the
sport.
"I think we still have people
playmg for the fun of it,
especially on our level,"
Bohnert said. "We don't have
that many people turn professional so most of them love to
play and use their ability to
help gain an education."

Bill 238

Continued from front page
firm would would consider a
contract, except on a cost plus
basis.
1 discovered the po:u~ibility of
the renovation being done by
our buildings and grounds staff.
They made a serious study of
the cost or materials and labor.
They estimated that Oakhurst
could bl• renovated for $50,000.
The dir~ctor of Buildings and
Grounds said they would secure
the ~tnff if Mrs. Sparks would
serve as supervisal'. I d iscussed
it with Lois and the reconstruction of Oakhurst was on its way.
The Building and Grounds
Staff'~ capability proved
superior and the success of
renovating Oakhurst wa~
achieved beyond our dreams.
Roy Stewart Stadiu m
Some consideration for
building a football stadium had
been discussed prior to my
presidency and it had been
agreed to name the stadium
after Roy Stewart, who coached
football at Murray State
University.
During the first few months of
my administration, an architect
brought me some preliminary
drawings of the stadium for my
consideration. He had drawn
the stadium in the shape of a
box, so I asked him to redesign
the seating in a parabolic form
so the seats would provide the

Officials believe that the role of college athlet•• today Is quite
different than 20 years ago.
i

sp('ctators full view of the playing field .
Constuction of the stadium
began in 1969 and cost Murray
State University $5.5 million.
Dr. Constantine Curris

~ rhe

need for
new buildings
became quite
evident'
dedicated the ::;tadlum on Sept.
15, 1973, shortly after bercoming president of Murray State
Uni\'ersity. Dr. Curris made
two very important contribu·
tions to buildings on the campus. One was the Waterfield
Library and the other was the
Curris <Student) Center, which
is probably the most attractive
and servicable of any student
center in the state.
Growin~ P ains
Au average of 1,717 degrees
were awarded each year rrom
1968 to 1973, and the need for
constructing new buildings
became quite evident.
The ftrst effort was the con·
struction of Faculty Hall in
which provision was made for
additional classrooms and of·
fices . Regents Hall, a dormitory

Continued from front page

ing to convince the senators to
for men, was erected on Payne
the amendment nnd
reconsider
year
college
to
be
built
in
St.
call for a new vote the next day.
After observing the constuc- Paducnh.
While Garrett and his sup"It would've killed Murray
tion on other campuses which
had smaller enrollments, a State," Mofield said. He said porters tried almost every
$75,500 bond issue was passed the amendment was meant to legislative technique known to
by the Board of Regents and ap- destroy the bill and not a send the bill back to committee,
proved by the State of Kentucky legitimate push for a college in the Senate voted 22-7 to recon·
Paducah. "There was no enabl- sider the bill and by the same
for more construction.
ing clause to pay for it (in the margin killed Garrett's amend·
Present P r esident
m!.'nt. The bill passed in its
amendment,)"
he said.
The arrival of Dr. Kala SLroup
original form with a vote of 22
The Senate called for a vote
has added class to the campus of
for, six against. and one
our favorite university. Her on the amendment and then for abstention.
speech capabilities and her the bill which passed with votes
Patsy Dyer was the presidenchalleging presentations lend of 18-17 and 29-9 respectively.
tial secretary during Woods'
beauty to our campus as they
Mofield said the only hope for tenw·e as she is for President
elevate our pride in its passing the original bill was to Kala M. Stroup now. She said
development.
persuade the senatot·s t.o call it although the people in the
once again for a vote. What was president's office were aware of
worse, the bill had to be re- the problems confronting the
~ we
introduced by a senator who bill, "I don't think anyone was
had originally voted on the win- very apprehensive that it
ning side.
wouldn't get passed. And we
That evening, most of the were elated when it did."
legislators could be found at the
House Bill 238 had provisions
University of Louisville
that would permit Murray
at a Metro Conference basket- State to otTer master's degrees
We are witnessing an historic
ball game. Mofield called Woods in education, business and the
epoch at Murray State Univer·
in Murray to tell him the arts and sciences, and to offer
sity as for the first time, we are
troubles he was having trying 30 hours in education beyond
being ably led by a female ad·
to find a senator t.o re·introduce the master's degree.
mimistrator.ln fact, it is a first
the bill.
The bill would also change the
in higher education for the com ·
Mofield recalls Woods' reac- composition of The Council on
monwealth of Kentucky.
tion. "Has Ray lost his mind? Higher Education in that it
The wor ld's gone to hell in a would consist of nine persons
Let us all; faculty, students, handbasket and he's going to a appointed by the governor, with
administrators and alumni basketball game."
the presidents of state institu·
work together to enhance the efSupporters of the bill spent tions serving as non-voting
forts of our ''first lady."
their evening in LouisviUe try. members.

are
witnesssing
an historic
epoch '

